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PARLIAMENT OF AUSTRALIA -THE SENATE 
SHIRLEY WALTERS 	SENATOR FOR TASMANIA 

4 March 1988, 

Dear Sire 

On February 24, I introduced a private members Bill to amend the 
Australian Heritage Commission Act 1975. 

Under the current Act private -property can be added to the 
register. of .  the National Estate of Australia without the owners 
of that property being aware or, in fact, without even being 
notifiedha,t tbeir property was under consideration for 
inclusion. ; . My. Bill provides that owners of property under 
considera.tion for inclusion on the register are notified, in 
writing, and permitted to lodge submissions which must be taken 
into consideration, before registration takes place. 

As you are aware inclusion of private property on the register of 
the National Estate of Australia can impose severe limitations 
and restrictions on the future use of the registered property. I 
believe this situation completely ignores the ownership rights of 
the title holders irrespective of, the nature of the property, ie 
residential, commercial, indUstrial or rural. My Bill addresses 
this problem and re-establishes equitable property ownership 
rights. 

I am writing to you., in the hope that you will advise me of the 
views of your group in relation to the Bill, hopefully before it 
is debated again on Thursday, 17th March. 

On many occasions property has already been added to the register 
of the National' Estate without any knowledge of the owners and in 
some instances forquite incorrect reasons. I believe this 
situation must not be allowed to continue. 

I am enclosing a copy of my second reading speech and private 
members Bill which will explain in greater detail both the 
current Legislation and my proposed amendments. 

Yours sincerely, 

Shirley Walters, 
Senator for Tasmania. 

COMMONWEALTH PARLIAMENT OFFICES, I FRANKLIN WHARF. HOBART. TASMANIA 7000 
G.P.O. BOX 760H. HOBART. TASMANIA 7001 	 , 	TELEPHONE W02) 345325 

PARLIAMENT HOUSE. CANBERM. A.C.T. 2600 	 (062) 726032 
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4 	Australian Heritage Coission (Notification 

of Owners) Amendment 	No. 	, 1968 	
• 	 1967-68 

(C) by adding at the end the following subsection; 
THE PARLIAMENT OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA 

	

"(8) Where the Minister gives a direction 	
TUE SENATE 

under this section in relation to a place, the 

Minister shall give a copy of the direction to the 

owner or owners of the place.. 

List of places to be entered in the Register 	 '(Presented and read a first time, 24 February 1988) 

	

5. Section 26 of the Principal Act is amended by adding at 	
(SENATOR WALTERS) 

the end the following subsections: 	 - 

The 	Commission 	shall 	not, 	after 	the 

commencement of this subsection, include a place in the 10 - 

list 	unless the Commission has given to the person who 

is 	the 	owner 	of the 	place or, 	if different 	places 
A 	B I L I. 

forming 	part 	of 	the 	place 	are 	owned 	by different FOR 
persons, 	to each of those persons 	a notice in writing the Australian Hritage Commission Act 1975  An Act to amend 
stating 	that the 	Commissipn proposes 	to include 	the 15 

place 	in the list and setting out 	the reasons why the 
by 	the Queen, and 	the Senate and 	the  

Commission proposes to include the place in the list. 
BE 	IT ENACTED 

the 	Commonwealth of Australia, House 	of Representatives of 

Subject 	to 	subsection 	(6), 	the Commission 
as follows: 

shall, 	before 	the 	end 	of 	3 	months 	after 	the 
' 	 ShOrt title etc. 

commencement 	of this subsection,, 	give to each 	person 20 

who 	is the owner of a place that is in the list at the 
Act may be citod as 	the Australian Heritage 

commencement of this subsection or, if different places 
1. 	(1) 	This 

u4otificatiOn of owners) Amendment Act 1989. Commission 
forming 	part 	of 	the 	place 	are 	owned 	by different 

persons, 	to each of those persons 	a notice in writing 
In 	this Act, "Principal Act' means the Australian (2) 

stating that the place is in the list. 	 . 	, 25 
Heritage Commission Act 1975. 

The Commission is not required to give a 

notice under subsection (5) in relation to a place if, 

before the end of the period in which the Commission is 

required by that subsection to give the notice, any of 

the circumstances set out in subsection (3) become 	. 30 

applicable to the place.". 	
I950124.2.1988-(41188) Ci. No.8841542 

Pr,nicd by :uiI'oru, by bc Commonwa I:h (iovcrnmcni Pr,ntcr 
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2 	Australian Heritage Commission (Notification 	 Australian Heritage Commission (Notification 
	3 

of Owners) Amendment 	No. 	, 1988 
	 of Owners) Amendment 	No. 	, 1988 

Commencement 	 (c) by inserting before paragraph (3)(a) the following 

paragraph: 

2. This Act shall come into operation on the day on which 
it receives the Royal Assent. 	 "(aa) give a copy of the notice referred to in 

paragraph (a) to the owner or owners;"; 
Entry of place in Register 

(d) 	by 	omitting from subsection C4 	"shall by 
3. Section 23 of the Principal Act is amended: 5 public 	notice" and substituting "shall, by 

notice 	in writing 	given to 	the owner 	or 
(a) 	by inserting before paragraph (2)(a) the following . 	 owners, and by public notice,". 

paragraphs:  

Directions by the Minister 
"(aa) 	it 	has given a copy of the notice referred 

to 	in paragraph (a) 	to the person 	who is 10 4. Section 25 of the Principal Act is amended: 
the 	owner of 	the place 	or, if 	different 10 
places 	forming part of the place are owned by 	omitting 	from 	subsection 	C2 	"Where" 	and 
by 	different 	persons, 	to 	each 	of those substituting "Subject to subsection (2A), where"; 
persons 	(in this section called the 'owner 
or owners'); by 	inserting after 	subsection 	(2) the following 

subsection: 
(ab) 	it 	has 	given 	to 	the 	owner or 	owners a 15 

reasonable opportunity: 	 . 15 "(2A) 	The Minister shall not give a direction 

under subsection (2) in relation to a place unless 
(U 	to 	examine any 	materials which 	the the 	Minister has given to 	the person who is 	the 

Commission 	has 	concerning 	the owner of the place or, if differe,it places forming 

proposed entry; and part 	of the place are owned by different persons, 
20 to 	each of those persons (in 	this section called 

(ii) 	to make submissions to the Commission 20 the 'owner or owners') a reasonable opportunity: 

concerning the proposed entry; 

to 	examine any 	materials 	which the Minister 
(ac) 	it 	has 	given 	due 	consideration 	to 	any has concerning the proposed direction; and 

submissions 	made by the owner or owners;"; 

to make submissions to the Minister concerning 
(b 	by 	omitting from subsection (3) "after the giving 25 the proposed direction; 

of" 	and 	substituting 	"after 	complying 	with 25 
paragraphs 	(2)(aa), 	(ab) and Cac 	and giving"; and 	the Minister has 	given due consideration 	to 

any submissions made by the owner or owners."; 
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The AUSTRALIAN HERITAGE COMMISSION 

(Notification of Owners) 

AMENDMENT BILL 1988. 

SECOND READING SPEECH 

by 

Senator Shirley Walters 

The purpose of the Bill is to require the Australian Heritage 

Commission; when it proposes to enter private property either on 

its list of places that might be entered in the register of the 

National Estate or when it proposes to enter property in the 

register of the National Estate, to inform the owners of the 

property, in writing, of that proposal. The Bill requires the 

Commissioner to give the owners access to documents held by the 

Commission pertaining to their property, as well as - an 

opportunity to make submissions before registration can occur. It 

also requires the Commission to take into consideration any 

submission made, by owners of the property when considering that 

property for inclusion on the register of the National Estate. 

The Bill extends these requirements to the Minister when he gives 

a directive to the Commission to enter private property in the 

Register of the National Estate and to those properties on the 

list at the commencement of this Legislation. 

Under the present Act, the situation has frequently arisen that 

an area of private land or indeed a private home, has been 

.2/ 



entered on the list for consideration by the Commission of places 

that might be entered in the register (that the Act requires the 

Commission to keep) without the knowledge of the owners, and 

further the Commission has eventually entered the property on the 

register of the National Estate still without the owners 

knowledge: 

The only requirements in the present Act are:- 

	

1. 	That the Commission shall not enter a place on the 

register unless it has placed a public notice in the 

Gazette, a local newspaper and a newspaper circulating 

throughout the State or Territory. 

This public notice must specify a date by which 

objections are to be made and the Commission must give 

due consideration to those objections. However it does 

not require notification to the owner. 
:c 

Should the owner miss the public notice he is left in 

the position of being unable to lodge an objection in 

the prescribed time.. 

	

2. 	section 27 allows any person to inspect the register or 

the list, take a copy of, or an extract from an entry in 

the register or list. 

Again if the owner is unaware that his property is 

listed or entered on the register of the National Estate 

this requirement, is of no use to him. 

Mr president, natural justice dictates that this Bill be accepted 

by the Senate. Amendments, which simply allow an owner to be 

informed by the Commission that his property is under 

consideration for inclusion in the' National' Estate and give him 

the right to object, can only be accepted and supported. 

I commend the Bill to the Senate. 
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COVERMENT NRAINFoia?srs 

Cabinet at its meeting on 26 October 1932 decided on 

a rainforest policy involving: 

conservation of certain rainforest areas in 

National Parks and Nature Reserves 

maintenance of euiploynienc levels consistent with 

that existing and predicted from the Foresty 

Commission's current'nanagerner.t prbpozcls 

identification of alternative timber sources, 

the availability of which will be guaranteed. 

A "Rainforest Fund" be established with an initial sum 

of $1 million to promote and encourage the development of new 

technologies and to assist affected industries during the 

transition period in which, these changes of policies wi,11 

be implemented. 

In the management of 1iardcood resoutce.s in the t"orestry 

Nanag2ment Areas affected by the new rainforest parks and 

:ceser'ves, the Government has reaffirmed the prinèiple of 

sustained yield. 



BORDER RANGES 

That the Border Ranges National Park be extended to 

include t.thngarie, Roseberry and part Mt. Lindesay 

State Forests. 

That the Gradys Creek Flora Reserve be included within 

the Border Ranges National Park without prior logging. 

That the Murray Scrub area in, Toonumbar State Forest 

be reserved as a Flora  Reserve. 

That the Forestry Commission continue its current 

practice of drawing the entire brushwood quota of 

Munro and Lever Pt)' Ltd of 8,500m 3  per annum from the 

lirbenville Management Area followed by the phasing in 

of plantation resources of hoop and bunya pine from 

Pikapene, Beaury, Koreelah and Toonumbar State Forests. 

Other mills utilising timber resources fror: the 

Urbenvilie management area will not be affected. 

NIGHTCAP 

That the area comprisins Gooninibar State For3st (3,197 

hectares) and part Whian Whian State Forest (975 ha.) 

plus.3 adjoining'parcels of vacantCrovrn land, be 

reserved as Nightcap National Park. 

That ].ogging within the proposed park be not permitted to 

reconimnence and that the balance o2 the combined hardwood/ 

rainforest quota from the Nurwi'llumbah Working Circle he 

obtained elsewhere in the Murwil1urbah Working Circle 

and supplemented by a limited volume to be obtained 

from the adjoining Muliurnbi:nhy Working Circle unti].. 

1984. 
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That the remaining allocation of rainforest timbers to 

Big River Timbers Pty Ltd from the 1982/83 quota year 

be halvd to a maximum volume of 25,300m 3 . 

The Covdrnmeot will assist Big River Timbers in 

obtaining altel-native non-rainforest timbers during 

an eighd year transition from rainforCst timbers. 

That the; proposed 25300rn 3  allocation of rainforest 

timbers to Big River Timbers Pty Ltd be obtained from 

Area 6b Ld Area 7b of Washpool or other possible 

alternat;e areas. 

That the! current projected life of the hardwood mills 

in the Casino West Management Area he maintained by a 

rcquirethent for such mIlls to utilise as large as 

practicaide volume of ex-quota. logs with additional 

supplies from the northern section of Washpool. 

That hatwood supplies for the Grafton Management Area 

be obtaihed from outside the Washpool area and the 

northern! section of Washpàol and the date of 

coñunenceinent of.the second.cutting cycle be brought 

forkard I 
as far'as practicable consistent with sustained 

yield:nabagem'ent. Further, the 'Forestry Commission should 

e,icourage the establishment of a small-wi )od industry 

in the Grafton Management 'Area. 

That the Washpool area (except for ArCa 6h, Area 7a 

and Area 7b) be reserved as a National Park. Additionally 

part of Never Never and Kil1ungro.die State Forest will 

be added to Dorrigo National Park, pare of Marengo 

State Pü -cesc will be reserved as a Nature P.cr.ervc, 3t:d the 

Cambridge Plateau in Richnibnd - Range State Forest 

be reserved as a Flora Reserve. 
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BLACKS CR1113 

I. 	That th4 western section of Bellinge.r River State 

Forest - be included in the New England National Park.. 

HASTINGS 

That no rainforest logging be permItted within lands 

proposed by the Natiotial Pks & Wildlife Service for 

reservaion as addition to Werrikitnbe. National Park 

and addition to Nount .Seaview Nature Reserve. 

That ap4roval be given to the reservation under the 

Nationa]I Pariw & Wildlife Act of those parts of Mount 

Boss, Ndunt Seview and Doyles River State Forests proposed 

by the National Parks & Wild].ife Service. Relevant 

Departments have been requested to formulate a plan 

to ratidnalise arrangements for hardwood supply and 

consequent employment. 

That existing rainforest mills be supplied limited 

rainfor%st resources equivalent to the present rate of 

cut until mid-1984 from the alternativk areas identified 

by FORTECH and thereafter the Forestry Contnission arrange 

for thee mills to adjust to the utilisation of non -

rainforcst species.. 

13 A i .0 UCTON 

I. 	There is no raiiforest logging in die Barrington Tops, 

Reievnt Departments have beers requested to report on 

additions to Barrington Tops National Park. 
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MINISTER FOP PLANNING ANO ENVIRONMENT 	 / 
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NEWS RELEASE 	
.24.8.87 

BOATHARBOUR NATURE RESERVE 

An important remnant of the famous Big Scrub Rainforest, which 
once covered 75,000 hectares of the Lismore Region, was today 
announced as a new nature reserve by the Minister for Planning 
and Environment, Mr Bob Carr. 

Mr Carr said that the new resert,e is a very important part of 
the State's natural heritage despite its small size. 

"When the cedar cutters arrived in the Richmond River district 
of the North toast little more than 140 years ago, the rich 
volcanic lowlands were clothed in a ijast stand of rainforest - 
the largest single stand of subtropical rainforest in Australia. 

11 So great was the push for development of the rich soils of 
the region that in less than a few decades the 75,000 hectare 
rainforest •was reduced to a few hundred hectares. It is a 
miracle that any of the original stand survived. 

° Surveys by National Parks & Wildlife Service officers and 
consultants have revealed that only about twelve small but 
significant remnants of this once great rainforest have survived - 
most having done so as a quirk of history. 

"Several pioneer families, such as the Davis and Johnson 
families, made conscious decisions to save some of the rainforest. 

"Victoria Park Nature Reserve near Lismore was the first remnant 
to be protected by gazettal. It contains an enormous Fig Tree 
which become a local, landmark." 

) fir Carr said the 'rainforest at Boatharbour survived to the 
' Present because, as the name suggested, it was reserueci from 
settlement to provide a head_of_navigation boat harbour for 

I timber boats travelling up the Wilson River. 

"These small remnants of the Big Scrub are of immense importance. 
They provide us not only with windows to the past gradeur of 
the Big Scrub, but also with the only evidence we have of a 
wildlife paradise lost. 

•0 

In all Probability species of plants and animals were lost when 
the Big Scrub was felled and burned; Many of the species which 
have survived in the small refuge areas such as Soatharbour are 
very rare, and in several instances, are now found only in the 
Big Scrub remnants. 



LISMORE'S RAIiTh'OREST EEPA±IA-N1S — 	— it.JSJtiLi 

VIgtary Park comprises 10.5 ha of Dry Fainforest, situated within the city 
o? Lismore, within 2 Ion of the Post rçuice. 'As an area of 'urban rainfo':est' 
it is a rather special remnant which aas, unfortunately, experienced ccnsid-
• erable past disturbance. This has allowed colonisation of the area by 
various weed species (particularly la,ntana and asparagus fern). A recent - 
survey by the National Trust recorded 32 introduced plants within the area. 
In 1955 the land for Rotary Park was acquired by Lismore Rotary club and the 
task of clearing weeds and providing amenities started. Many- trees were 

• identified and labeled. The Park was handed over to the Lismore city Coun&il 
in 1960. 
L'er the intervening years the Park has been invaded by weeds again and the 
amenities have fallen into disrepair and disappeared. There are now no name-
plates on the trees. 
-An assessment of the area was made by Alex Floyd of the NPWS in 1981. It 
concluded that while the area was badly infested with weeds, there are still 

	

• 	
inforest trees and shrubs. Floyd identified many fine examples of native ra  

in a abort time 72 tree species native to the site. This list has been added 
to by the more recent National Trust survey. the Park is therefore very rich 
floristically, and contains several species not found in the similar nearby 
treanant at Wilson Park. 	 - - 

report on Rotary Park was presented to the city Beautification committee of 
Lismore City counoil on 20 August by the council's ParkS and Gardens Super-
visor, Keith King. What follows is reproduced (with minor amendment) from 
- tbatrepOrt, by permission of Lismore city Council.  

"Pollowing submission from various sources, an4 especially from the Rotary 
Park Sub..committee-of the 1982 Year of the tree committee, it-has been 
general].y accepted by Council that restoration work on Rotary Park should 

• proceed. As a result of these submiss-ions, the National Trust was commission-
ed to carry out a survey of the park. This survey was completed in December, 
1982. An amount was approved by council in 1983 for incluflon in the 1984 - 
estimates for the commencement of this work. However, this allocation had to 
be deleted due to shortage of funds.  
As the need for this work has been previously discussed at some length, and 
-nnnnaVR to have been generally accepte4 by council, it Is not the purpose of 

1. That restoration work in Rotary. Park should be commenced in 1985. - 
- 2. That the report prepared in 1982 by the National Trust be used as 

- a basic guide only for the planning of this work. 	- 
14 	 - 	 .- 	 - 	 - 

Since this report was prepared, significant advances in weed control have 
been made by a team of workers at iingham Brush. These techniques have 

-. - 	 44.....A b... A1- 	ln,nI Paaaarrh Snian±lnt with t,hn National Parks uacLs USSSSC 	 ..— 	 - 

and Wildlife Service in a paper presented to a seminar on the Management 
• . of Small Natural Areas, held in Newcastle on 21st and 22nd July. It is 

recommended that the methods outlined in this paper be adopted for the 
-restoration work in Rotary Park. - - 

	

- - 	3. That a local team of four workers, under a supervisor, be recruited and 
- trained on site for this work. 	 - 	 - - 	- 
- These workers should be of mature age, and would probably have to be semi-
retired or self-employed, in order to be able to cope with the short hours 
involved in this project — suggested 4 hours per person/week. 
the use of C.E.P. or other unemployment relief monies is not recommended, 
as the type of person available under the restrictions imposed by these 

- schemes and their short - term nature make them totally unsuitable for the 
meticulous long term nature of the work. - 
C.E.P. or S.Y.E.P. Funding could be used however, at a later stage,-say 
. in 12 to 18 months time, for the construction of picnic facilities, walk.-
ing tracks, visitoi interpretation areas etc. - 	 - 

- It is further recommended that vork of this nature not be commenced 
restoration work is well under way, and the resultaLof: subh work are 
clearly visible. - - - 

4. That afirm commitment be undertaken by council to provide funding on a 
continuing basis for the continuation of this work over a estimated six 
year period. It is envisaged that the -first three yeazs.would involve 
similar yearly expenditure, while the following years would see a signif- 

	

p 	- Scant yearly decrease. 	 - 	 - - 
- 	 - 

The estimated cost, of Rainforest Restoration work in year 1 is calculated at $7,574.10. 	- 	 . 	 - 
(S.K.King) 

Parks and Gardens Supervisox' 

(Members who wish to read any of the reports mentioned above should 'contact 
• - me. -  I 'can provide photocopies at cost if you would like copies.) 

Keith King will give -a public address on local rainforest rehabilitation at 
our next meeting, which will be open to any other interested member of the 
public. Details are given in the Notice of Meeting at the end of this 
Newsletter. 	 ' 	 - 	 - 

-' 
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THE BUSH IS NOT)UST FORESTS 

THE BUSH IS ALL THAT THE LAND IS 

ITS EVERYTI-IING I AM. THIS LAND 

A IL THAT IS A ND A IL TM AT WAS 

AND ALL THAT IS TO COME 

FOR I MUST FIND WHERE I COME FROM 

TO KNOW WHERE I AM GOING 

THE 8051115 KNOWLEDGE TO ME 

AND KNOWLEDGE IS ALL I AM 

TO FIND THE DREAMING PLACES OF MY ANCESTORS 

WOULD REVEALTO ME MY PLACE HERE 

AND PEACE I WOULD HAVE NEVER KNOWN 

FROM THE BUSII 

by Bobby Kelly 

8s15b Ku/fyi;, number oft/ar Bosoasi/Ie Lax,! A6orii,za1 
laissdCsatsssi/ s'SW (1)65)64 7812 

CHANGING ATTITUDES TOWARDS REMNANTS 

S FLAGSHIP SPECIES FOR REMNANTS 
-. 

S 
a- 

ConsirneedJiosupmnsn, pate 

Despite this huron., small 

rainloeestreninanis remain, 

although grasiog ptesstttts are 

causing any iii sleisvlv disappear. 

The Dorngo Mourstaintsip 

Landcare Group is I nc'ssg In these 

remnants to maintain and enhance 

she remaining orms. he/sire 

establishing new aricic. A neswniia 

starting lMstitt  for preserving 

eainfOrettremnansts is permanent 

stockprossflenring. All tori ng sins. 

access to remnants causes 

peripheral dieback, and ultimate 

the disappearance ofntands as 

seedlings are cum.titit and mite ssit I 

compacted. Fencing remnants altos 

enhances the benefits for ad1oining 

maps and pasture's. The remnants 

chicken up, and i nsssvesveedc. 

such is privet. are disadvantaged as 

less light reaches the finest thor. 

The group is also planting 

corridors of ralniorest species. 

with the ultimate ain, to link the 

lreigo and New England 

National Parks. TI sic 'vu II nut only 

benefit the conservation to flora 

and fauna. btut cv ill p  r.ivivle benefits 

itt laymen (windbreaks, shade and 

shelter). pnstcct tise Bel inter Ri s-er 

(stchment. and maintain the 

beauty ofthis scenic ret sin, 

Contact: Gee,ç Ba//ey 

Tel: r0(i6)5 271(, 

The disteibu jun if rain/sirs-it In the 

Clarence Valley has been 

significantly red tired by l,snd 

clesnng. Wish little infoemasion 

existing absu t the remasrssrsg 

remnants, the Clarence 

Envsnsnmens (Teittee eeceived a Save 

the Bitch grant in 1990   sit cssrnplete 

an inventory' it raisiforest rensnants. 

A consul tasissir pnscess has been 

undertaken to en hance cssns nsunusv 

aces renrsc alss.utt bc Importance s1 

sinaI I remnants, tile ena jun55: of 

i'lse spectacular. but endatsgrred. 

H ts,lsnsssnd Bietlwing Ii utterly is 

inspiring a rev's lution in 

cssmmnLlnisy.b.ssed ctsnservasiun on 

the Far North Coast of NSW, 

The fist steps to save thin once 

pnslsfic bsstteehlv were made by 

Ranter Bob Mtullatt ofdi, I.ismssre 

NP\t'S. 14i5 iii ea was simple-

plans ml ste of s se rai nfssrens vines 

that she bLittertly Ian, it'd on. 

Thi 5 vine (A saosteolalnJ /arJs'svn/saa) 

innelfhad become rare through the 

clearing ofshe Hiss Scrub, 

The CSI HO was enlisirsi to provsde 

viable seesf, which is rarely fnussd on 

svsld vines. The flalunvah Nursery. 

which is run by he Aboriginal 

cssmmunisy at Cssealci. began a 

pmgram togrosv the vine 

commercially. The Nursery 

wisich lie ieiscsde she resen-c-scssem 

llysssing existing maps and aerial 

pltssssigrapslts. anti riscisisrag nt 

cslmnsssnisy Is.irtss.lp.ssis.n 

were i densifisci and stsa1'J'ss I. 

Prof 'esssitnal is. us anscisessnspls'tssl 

thin ntsc sun -cy or rite ns.splsesl 

temssjnts, 

'fise sit ne tisist lusissl sIlo rensnassts 

ssl'listssnsl, Ilsstilslaits,,siui 

Is.is.sI sraursl,sei'cs are both rite suutl It 

signs/s ranitsiss,en-asissov.slsse. 

Industry Association develisped a 

logss fur she pnujrct. and returned a 

percentage of the sales oft lie logo so 

tile NPWS for the pnsject. 

The Ikpanment of Ediit.ation was 

approached tsa sake sin gnnving the 

vines as a schtsssl protect. Usc-sI 

schnssls responded to the tall, wit Is 

4' chouts inisi'ally involved 

Now, thssucandc of vines ha- ye beers 

planted. ansi the communisy better, 

undeissandn she Importance sal 

conserving rainfnrest remnants for 

local fauna. The future for the 

unique Richmond Binlcving 

Butterfly, and for the eainforest 

remnants, can only look bright. 

/Ass WCbtnlo 
NS IF sVsasiona/ Pa4 and 

lTWd/ife St-nsa. L)sms,. 

Tel: (06(,) 28 II 77 

Unfortunately, these areas are 

increasingly threatened by 

disturbance and decline d ue sat heir 

limited siae. 

'flse Cl ,ircnce Eovsnisnoseuts Cetusre 

is nose snvessigating the svays in 

wlticis ilsese ltigislv significant 

sy-nausaist' rats be protested in slit 

h,ttci seem. 

.'l.ess I!dso ass/i 

L/.nt(me I:,ss,sn,ssrnsst csvr,t. Gss/tsuss 

tofu(S) 4 if 516 I 

no sIte far nonh coast of NSW a 

clearer eccepsssin is developing in 

the cii mmunity of rainforest 

n,mnanrs. This isa welcome 

evsslusson since the turbulent days 

if rise Trrania Creek conflict. 

ALL increasingly bnsad crosc'section 

s.f people value and actively manage 

ermoants. This is rehlectrd in the 

lisrmatn,nofthe Big Scrub 

ltainlssresi Landcare Group. baaed 

or she l.isnsnre Plateau. Other 

laisslcaregronps. such as she Bynin 

cTrctk l,aoslrare S ;5 and Fingal 

lea,1 l)uite (Tare anti 

It easl,,ressatis,n Unin p.  A. actively 

ttsanagecig nifisant rain/surest 

ri'nsnauui 5. 

(Site it1 tIre catalysts i.e this interest 

isis the 1988 Wssllssnglsar 

workshop on Rainfssrest Remnants, 

The proceedings ofthese were 

subsequently published in 1991. 

edited by  Stephen Plsillips. 

More people are herding len 

Webb's 980 words sit 'let us now 

bend our backs' and rarrv Lou the 

mountain nfphvcical work needed 

to protect, maintain and enisanre 

remnansn. The number ofisessisle 

doing sos may be small. hut it is ever 

growing. As ii grows. the broader 

puhlic awareness of site need fisr. 

and needs of: rasnfore,st re mnauuss 

increases. 

Besye I/snsreerJses/ 

D,aerscehls,naees 

CaLM oSlun,s//srn,bs,b 

1066) 725 488 

COUNCIL PLANNING 
The Tweed Council and Dept sf 

onservasinn and land 

Management are working with she 

Caldeea Environment Centre to 

compile an inventory ofreinnanss, 

The Tweed Coas sis ana rea ofhighs 

biodivemity that is subject in rapid 

urban expencinn. Land-use platunsng 

has been undertaken svithssut she 

benefst ofa comprehensive database 

ofremnans vegetation, This proisict 

will provide the dasahose to assist 

Council planners. Is includes a 

detailed set oi'maps and field 

descriptions ofall remnant 

eegetaminn ofthe lowlands of,  she 

Tweed Coast, The database has been 

designed so shag is can be 

teansferred to a computer GIS. 

The Dept olConsen-asion and Land 

Management in currently 

ssanxcribing the maps so that they 

can be used on bosh Cal/si and 

Tweed Council computers, 

Co.,.,: Himr3Jsos,rn 

Ca/deco Esnv/nsamrss, Cs sin 

slnrssvllan,Ash 

(066)721121 

CONTROLLING WEEDS 
Members of the Numinbah 

Valley Landcsre Group in 

Queenslansl's Alberc Shire see 

salting action to control Camphor 

Laurel, Their pnaximiry to 

northern I/SW gives them an 

understanding of the enormiey of 

the Camphor Laurel weed 

problem 6sced in this region. 

The group is reducing Camphor 

Lisucel numbers and conducting 

trials on the effectiveness of 

different mmhods of control, This 

year local school children will 

become involved in the 

propagation ofnative vegetation 

for repianting. 

A//hon Coed/s 

Non/nba/a Lanénow Creep 

Nerans Qid 

(075) 334126 

INVENTORIES OF REMNANTS 
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To prrnecr the fVaiional Esiate 

c/- Nature Conservation Council of NSW 
39 George St. 
THE ROCKS NSW 2000 
Phone: (02) 247 2228 

(02) 247 4206 
Fax : (02) 247 5945 

Ms. Ellen White 
c/- Big Scrub Environment Centre 
88a Keen St. 
LISMORE NSW. 2480 

27 March 1990 

Dear Ellen, 

The Big Scrub remnant areas were finally discussed at a meeting 
of the NSW Natural Environment Documenfation Panel on the 23rd of 
March. The main discussion centred on how to bound the area(s) 
and not any remnant areas in particular. 

A suggestion for a regional boundary was put forward, but due to 
administrative problems with this concept (the register is geared 
to handle individual areas), a decision was made that remnant 
areas should be listed on a site specific basis. 

Since it would be impractical to nominate every area 
individually, criterion will be set up which define a Big Scrub 
site with threshold levels. The classes/types of Big Scrub will 
be defined through indicators. This system will work in the same 
way as some SEPP's. 

At present criteria has not been defined for the area and 
indicators have not been set, but I hope to have something 
together to present to the panel in the next couple of months. 

I would be grateful if you could circulate the decision so far to 
a few people so that I can get some local feedback. Thanks. 

I am including a copy of what I've prepared for the panel on a 
general level so far. 

Regards 

Robert Mezzatesta 
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THE BIG SCRUB 

BACKGROUND: 

Historically, the 'Big Scrub' refered to the vegetation of 
the basalt flaw north of the Richmond River. The region 
extends from Lismore, to the drop to the coastal plain inland 
from Ballina and the hills overlooking Byron Bay and from the 
ridges above Meerschaum Vale in the south through Rous and 
Aistonville, Clunes and Bangalow, towards Rosebank in'the 
north. The majority of this area has now been cleared for 
agricultural uses; and only sniall remnant areas of rainforest 
vegetation which previously dominated the area remain. 

REMNANTS: 

Thirty two remnants of the 'Big Scrub' have been identified 
in various studies, all of these being over the size of one 
hectare. However, •máhy othe; (some) smaller remnants exist on 
various properties in differing states of integrity that all 
contribute to the seed stock of the region. 

Three of the described remnants are within the Whian Whian 
State Forest that forms part of the foot of the Nightcap 
Range. These remants are the Big Scrub Flora Reserve/Rocky 
Ck., Boomerang FallsFR and Minyon Falls FR. These consist of 
the highest altitide remnants on Basalt/Rhyolite. 

Three of the areas falling outside the main basalt flow 
include the Broken Head Nature Reserve, Sevefl Mile Beach 
Area, and Midgen Flat. These remnants have underlying 
greywacke/slate/phyllite/quartzite and dune sands at very: low 
elevations. 

Two other remnants which fall out 'of the main basalt flow are 
Coolgardie. and Buckpmbil which have, underlying parent 
material consisting of basalt and sand'stone/siltsto.ne/ 
claystone/conglomerate. 

The remainder of the identified remnants lie within the main 
basalt flow originally from the Mount Warning Volcano, with 
overlying alluvium along major river areas (such as Booyong 
and Boatharbour). 

DESCRIPTION 

The 'Big Scrub' rainforest remnants consist of small areas of 
subtropical rainforest scattered throughout a region centered 
on a basalt plateau; which originated from a lava flow from 
the Mt. Warning Shield Volcano to the north. 

Historically, the area was once the largest continuous tract 
Of subtropical rainforest in Australia, and has been 
estimated to have conservatively' exceeded :75,000 hectares 
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(Holmes 1987). 

The 'Big Scrub' region was a heterogeneous environment which 
included sclerophyll forest, grasslands and swamps, as well 
as considerable variation between the more luxuriant and 
drier types of 'rainforests. 

Geology: 

The geology of the Big Scrub Area consists of a' core area pf 
a fertile 'basaltic plain, including soil types of Kraznozem, 
Chocolate soils and Alluvial Kraznozems. Frizige areas with 
underlying rhyolite/basalt, alluvium, sandstone/siltstone/ 
claystone/conglomerate, greywacke/slate/phyllite/quartzjte 
and dune sands,aiso maintain rainforest remnants which are 
apsqciated with the core Big Scrub areas. 

Vegetation: 

The vegeta€ion of the remnants -is made up:  of subtropical 
rainforest including trees, such as White Booyong,' 
Pepperberry, Black Bean, figs, Myrtle Ebony, Black Apple, 
Hairy Walnut, native Tamarind., 'Red Cedar and 'Bangalow Palm. 
Smaller trees and shrubs include species such as Twin leaved 
Coogera, Veinless Mock-Olive, Veiny Wilkiea, Banana Bush, 
Honeysuckle Bush, Red-fruited Palm-Lily, Walking Stick Palm 
and Southern Quassia. Common climbers of the remnants include 
Lawyer Vine, Water Vine, Cockspur Thorn, Zig-zg vine, Native 
Wisteria, White Supplejack, Bürney Vine, Southern Melodinus, 
Native Yam and Pothos. Edge areas and more disturbed areas 
include Cudgerie, Red Ash, Guioa, Foambark and Red Kamala. 
Exotic species conspicuous in the remnants 'include Camphor 
Laurel, Wild Tobacco, privets and Lantana. 

Remnants with rhyolite occurrences include species such as 
Coachwood, Soft Cprkwood, Grey Possumwood, Velvet Myrtle, 
Macleay Laurel, Crabapple, Callicoma, Mango Bark, Rose Maple, 
Rose Walnut, Rusty Plum, Native Hydrangea, Rusty Helicia, 
Blueberry Ash and Tree Heath. 

Coastal remnants include such species as Tuckeroo, Beach 
Alectryon, Pink Euodia, Beach Acronychia,. Grey Ebony, Hard 
Corkwood, Thin leaved Coondoo, Broad leaved Ballart and 
Shining Burrawang.' 

Remnants of dry ra'inforest, ' normally occurring on margins, 
rocky slopes and north-western aspects include species such 
as Hoop Pine, Lacebark, Small-leaved Tuckeroo, Whalebone 
Tree, Blunt Leaved Coondoo, Native Holly, Scaley Myrtle and 
Green Kamala. 

Areas of alluvium, mainly along the Wilsons. River include 
species such as Black Bean, Pepperberry, Giant Water Gum, 
Oliver's Sassifras, Red Cedar, 	Rough-leaved Elm,;  Creek 



Sandpaper Fig, Whalebone Tree, Koda and Glossy Laurel. 

The majority of the remnants have rethained in their preseht 
condition and size for the last fifty years, and there has 
been a gradual regrowth in many areas concurrent with the 
decline in broad scale farming. . Some of this regrowth, 
however, is attributed to a vegetation cover of exotic 
Camphor Laurel. 

SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA: 

1.1 The original 'Big Scrubt plateau area was formed from 
the lava flow from the Mt. Warning Shield Volcano about 
20 nillion years ago giving rise to the particular 
vegetation of this àrèa. . 

1.2 The rainforest remnants of the 'Big Scrub' area maintain 
evidence of the vegetation of the area prior to 
widespread clearing by settling Europeans; as well as 
providing genetic pools for the species df the area. 

1.3 The Big Scrub rainforest remnants all exhibit high 
species diversity within their ±elatively small sizes. 

1.4 The area marks the site of widespread cedar getting in 
the mid 1800's, followed by settlement of the far north 
coast region, and subsequently, the clearing of the 
region for agribultural purposs, leaving, only remnants 
of the vast Big Scrub subtropical rainforest. 

2.1 Within the rainforest remnants, there exist various rare 
and endangered species of flora and fauna (see 
individual areas). 

3.1 The Big 	Scrub, rainforest 	remnants 	demonstrate 
characteristics of the vast unbroken expanse of 
rainforest and associated vegetation chich existed on 
and around part of the basalt flow from the Mt. Warning 
Shield Volcano. . . 

• . 5.1 The remnant rainforest sites of the Big Scrub area 
• contribute important aesthetic . characteristics to the 

community in general, exhibiting remnant natural areas 
that once covered the region. 

7.1 The remnants of'the Big Scrub rainforest form viable 
research areas for the distribution and natural history' 
of the flora and fauna of the region. 

Robere Mezzatesta 

I. 
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Page 2 

With respect to the terms of reference Point 1 was obviously not 

attempted to the slightest degree, otherwise the bibliography would have 

been at least an order of pagnitude larger. 
...øI 	, 

.14 	 flU 

Point 3 was barely attempted. There was no discussion of the soil 

compaction and erosion along visitor walking tracks and cattle tracks. 

Erosion gullies in floodplain reunants, and land uses adjacent to each 

remnant. 

Section 2 pages 6-13 is generally a poor attempt to subvert the nature 

conservation value as outlined in subsequent sections, through the 

imposition of a socio-economic straight jacket on the remnant 0.03%, 

which by many criteria make the Big Scrub remnants priceless. 

Page 6, pam 3. 

The areas of regrowth should have been mapped. They are one of the most 

important means for improving the viability of the Big Scrub remnants 

and provide habitat for many rare and endangered species. Many residents 

have independently noticed the increase in Brush Turkey, Topknot 

Pigeons, Pademe].on Waflabies and many other less conspecuous species, 

associated with the expansion of regrtwth rainforests. 

Page 10 para 1. 

Instead of the vague generalization ".... it seems that the majority. .." 

details of the history of each remnant should have been chronicled. 

Page 12, para 1. 

The extracts from tourist promotional literature do not refer to Big Scrub 

remnants. 

Page 13, para 1. 

Refers to a ". . cohesive conservation strategy ... " although this concept 

subsequently receives scant regard in succeeding sections. For example 

to suggest visitor facilities at Boatharbour following its high nature 

conservation value assessment is not consistent with the contract brief. 



Page 14, para 1. 
"Only 0.03% remains of the original area covered by rainforest." This 

statement by itself highlights the genetic and biogeographical signif-

icarice of the remnants, and indicates visitor pressure should be 

directed to the more extensive mid elevation rainforests. 

Page 14, para 2. 

Alludes to the unique climate of the Big Scrub by reference to its 

broad latitute, elevation and rainfall range. Other climatic attributes 

should have been described such as temperatdre range and its significance 

for seasonal grcMth and phenology of plants, activity of pockilo- 

thermic vertebrates and its consequent influence on the altitudinal 

migration of birds. 

Page 14, para 2. 

To state the area lies on the southern end of Macleay MacPherson 

Biogeographical Overlap Zone, ignores far more recent and relevant 

biogeographical analyses by Webb and Tracey (1981) and Turner (198 ) 

Page 6, para 3. 

The areas of 'rgrowth should have been mapped. They are one of the most 

important meansr improving the viability of theg,rub remnants 

and provide habita' for many rare and endangered species. Many residents 

have independently noticed the increase in Brush Turkey, 

It would have been more appropriate to refer to Len Webb and Geoff 

Tracey's recent (1981) analysis detailing floristic provinces and the 

unique intergradation between species characteristic of both the wet 

and dry end of the spectrum in the Big Scrub area. 

The work of Turner (198 ) shows that 24.6% of N.S.W. rainforest tree 

and shrub species reach the southern edge of their range north of 280 

South. As Turner (198 ) points out ,this makes the area a prime study 

area, in particular the Big Scrub renniants. 

Page 14, para 3. 

In view of the fact that several rainforest species are locally 

restricted to the soils derived from metamorphosed sedimentary rocks, 

it is grossly inadequate to describe them as .. elements of Palaeozoic. 

Page 15, pam 1. 

Marsupials are mammals. 



Page 15, para 1. 

There are records available from the thnds Deparbnent of the date of 

first survey of property portions. Considerable work has been conducted 

in the Geography Dept. Universit9 of Sydney on settlement patterns in 

the Big Scrub Area and should have been referred to. 

Page 15, para 2 sentence 1. 

This paragraph soulds like a load of gobbledygook invented in an attempt 

to confuse the reader into thinking sanething useful has been accom-

plished. The more I read this paragraph, the more confused I become. 

In the light of my first sentence I suppose it has fulfilled its role. 

Page 15, para 2. 

Due to the grossly inadeuqate data base utilized, it is misleading to 

claim to provide a value ranking of remnants, this is especially so as we 

Imow that the remnants are mutually interdependent for a variety of 

reasons. This was also pointed out by Holmes (1986) but ignored here. 

Page 15, para 2. 

The basic limiting factors of the site (of each,yemnant) are claimed to 

be addressed, bu €.t is not stated what attributes these factors are 

limiting e.g. soil erosion, productivity, species rihness. 

Page 16, para 1. 

It is 'stated that Holmes site X species matrices have been 'supplemented" 

in this study " but I can find no additional data, despite referral to 

climatic and soil surveys. 

Page 16, para 3 

The basis of "scientific" investigation is verification. The values 

of the eight site quality variables by which the remnants were classified, 

should have been tabulated, so they were available for verification. 

Page 19, para 3. 	 r 

Five attributes of remnants relevant for effective conservation are 

listed, but no justification is given for the choice of these five. 41  
There is a considerable body of published work developing the theoretical 

background to nature conservation strategies which should have been 

referred to, and a justification presented forthe choice of each of 

these attributes that was included and excluded. The following attributes 

should have been included namely:- 



As a source of propagu].es for re-establishing a stable ecosystem 

on degraded land. 

As seasonally critical habitat complementary to the higher elevation 

national perks, for altitudinal migratory fauna. 

Biogeographical/scientif Ic significance. 

Page 20, oara 2. 

The plant species lists were derived from a non repeatable sampling 

procedure according to Holmes, a "boredom" index, that is known to have 

drastically undersampled the rarer species. Most peoDle familiar 

with rainforest plants can add to the lists utilized in this analysis. 

A table of the occurrence of edge and weed species should have been 

included. 

Page 20, para 3. 

"According to the dissimilarity values obtained in the classification.. 

This is another example of the interøretation being provided without 

the supporting evidence. 

Page 21, para 3. 

(the standard method for obtaining an adequate sample of the diversity 

of vegetation)..." Following on from the conunents on page 19. 

The word diversity is frequently used in place of species richness, here, 

and elsewhere in the report. 

Page 24, para 1. 

I presume this should be referring to Figure 9 not 10. 

The first sentence of paragraph three on page 24 involves the misuse 

of three terms namely: 

conserve 

full diversity 

effective conservation 

Yet a further three sentences on it is stated. "There is no consideration 

of the Viability of the species, simply their current present occurrence." 

I sitmit this is a gross misuse of the word conservation, In its generally 

accepted usage of the wise use of resources and in view of the well 

established significance of all the lowland rainforests 



Page 26 

Encompassing all recorded species in a subset of remnants falls far short 

of maintaining and enhancing the viability of species populations and convn-

unities. As such the analysis and discussion centred around Table 2 

is counter productive to a conservation strategy. 

In terms of conservation priorities for lowland subtropical rainforest, 

the important issues are:- 1. conservation of sites i.e. areas with 

the climate and soil that can potentially support this subform of forest 

and within this the microclimatic, lanciform and soil nutrient conditions 

that encompass the physiological tolerances of all the species, 

Conservation of the gene poo1 to allow the expansion of the community 

onto the sites propagules for increasing the viabili 

Source of propagules for increasing the viability of populations 

and communities. 

Since such a small area remains of the Big Scrub remnants, they represent 

only a small proportion of the sites potentially available and they all 

contain an important store of genes and source of propagules for the 

much larger area of second growth forest. 

As such the remnants are all very important as they have a sphere of in-

fluence with respect to seed and pollen dispersal and faunal migration 

and dispersal. Their mutually interdependent roles should be supported 

and extended with appropriate and sensitive management e.g. Bush regeneration 

Bradley 

Page 27, para 1. 

There is a semantic/logical inconsistency highlighted in this paragraph, 

which permeates all section 3.2. In the first line the misleading words 

'fully conserve' are used and in the last line the accurate statement 
'will be represented'. 

Page 27, para 2. 

'... which is the most rich and diverse of the 'true' sites, should be 

accurately read "... which is the richest of the 'true sites ," as no 

analysis of deversity was made. 

Page 27, parã 3. 

How can Coolgardie be a coastal ridge site when 3 paragraphs previously 
it is stated".... essentially in protected gullies.. 



Page 28, para 1. 

"The occurrence of rare species by site is summarized in Table 3". 

Should have tabulated the rare species by site. To si.mmlarize this 

information as the number of rare species inhibits the ability to 

verify and slows the exchange of information needed to develop a 

conservation strategy. 

Page 29, para 4. 

Opportunistic use of sub-optinal habitat could be of critical iipor'tance 

where no other option exists for migratory fauna. Yet this was not 

considered, and does not exclude them from being true dependents. 

1"/rrue dependents - there is a considerable body of literature and debate 

amongst land management agencies about what consitute rainforest 

7/ dependent species. This was not referTed to.. The analysis by Gi].more 

showed that where rainforest plants consituted only a small proportion of 

total plant biomass, nevertheless a few rainforest dependent faunal 

species were resident, or in the case of frugivores, seasonally dependent 

species. 

For table 4 to be taken seriously the criteria used for accepting and 

rejecting all the species listed by Holmes (1987) should have been presented 

Page 30, Table 4. 

The Pacific Baza is not a ràinforest 	and moves into open forest 

and woodland to feed during winter. It frequently nests in open forest. 

The Australian Brush Turkey is not necessarily a râinforest resident 

and there are several publications describing their occurrence and nesting 

in open forest and their occurrence in Brigalow west of the Great Dividing 

Range. 

Wompoo fruit Dove does feed in isolated fruiting trees. Does this exclude 

it from being a 'true râinforest dependent' 

The White-headed Pigeons history in the Big Scrub area has been comparatively 

well chronicled by Frith ( 	) frequently nests in isolated trees and 

was not considered rainforest dependent by Frith. 

Grey Goshawk frequently occurs in open forests, farmland and regrowth 

rainforests with a canopy foliage projective cover closer to 50%. 

Rose crowned Fruit Dove - frequently recorded from regrciwth rainforest 

with a canopy foliage projective cover closer to 50%. Topknot Pigeon - 

several publications describe it nesting in open forest. Following Friths 

descrf,ption of its population fluctuations in the early 1900's 
several &ocal landowners and ornithologists have noted a progressive 



population increase in the Big Scrub Area. In view of the stated constancy 

in area of Big Scrub remnants during this period, I postulate that this 

reflects a response to the increased food resource provided by Camphor 

Laurel in view of the large numbers of Camphor Laurel fruits consumed 

by these birds. Does this preclude them from being true rainforest 

dependents? 

thg runner - frequently inhabits year round and nests in Lantana camara 

closed scrub with emergent Camphor Laurel. Does this preclude them from 

being true rainforest dependents? 

All tXe  27 bird species in TAble 4 have been recorded from Eucalyptus 

dominated open forest with a mesonorphic middle storey, including areas with 

regrowth approximately fifty years old. Does this preclude all the birds in 

Table 4 from being rainforest dependents? Two very important t4rds were 

left off Table 4, namely the Superb Fruit Dove and Black breasted Button-

quail. There have been more records of these species in lowland remnants in 

N.S .W. then in the far more extensive higher elevation rainforests. 

31, Table 5. 

The idea of nominating a handful of sites for preservation is ecologically 

absurd as this would preserve : - 

only a small subset of the populations 

All remnants are interdependent bird habitat, along with corridors and 

regrowth forests. 

There is a seasonal, interdependence between all lowland renmants and 

higher elevation ráinforests through the movements of altitudinal 

migrants 

Page 31, Table S 

It is completely fallacious to entitle this "Remnant ranking to obtain 

total species conservation of the diversity of bird species present in 
all Holmes sites... 

It is a misuseof the word conservaLon. Even if every hectare of every 

remnant is preserved as it should be, then the total population of the 

most ubiquitous abundant birds would not prbvide total species conservation 

Page 33, para 2. 

The species composition and nature of a remnant" is mentioned in para 2 

What attributes are encompassed by and nature? 
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National Parks Association of N.S.W. 
Far North Coast Branch, 
c/- Mr. M. l{aveney, 
100 Orana Rd., 

Dear Sir, 	
Ocean Shores. 

Under the National Jlainforest Conservation Program, the 
Conr.nonwealt}i Government had committed in June 1986 to providing $22.5 m for 
rainforest conservation throughout Australia. Of this the following outlays 
were scheduled for the Big Scrub: 

1986/87 	1987/88 

 Management plan - 	Big Scrub Remnants 
$ 

30,000 
$ 

30,000 
 Rehabilitation 	- 	Big Scrub Remnants 20,000 50,000 

21. Outdoor interpretive panels, 	Victoria Park 	30,000 
(-1- Werrihujubee National Park) 

25. Aquisition of private rainforest land 1,600,000 800,000 
for inclusion in National Parks and 
Reserves 	(all N.S.W.) 

It would appear that, of the N.S.W. funding, over 30% in 1986/87 
and over 505 in .1987/88 is allocated to visitor facilities and tourist 
oriented expenditure .lf this Discussion Paper is any example,- much of the 
planning and management expenditure will also be oriented towards litman use 
and we would wonder why the program has been entitled a 'National Rainforest 
Conservation Program'. How much of the allocations for management have been 
spent to date for the Big Scrub remnants? 

In October, 1987, a workshop was held at the M.R.C.A.E. to consider 
a Discussion Paper for the Big Scrub Conservation Strategy. 

The issues which were raised in discussion at 
discussion elsewhere, give rise to serious concern that 
that might be drawn up by the present consultants will 
researched and devised that remnants which have managed 
could be degraded or destroyed. Our concerns fall into 
categories. 

-'a 

this workshop and in 
the management plan 

DC SO poorly 
to survive so far 
a number of 

I. The Consul tancy tlrief issued by the N. i'.W. S. 
2. The use of cotisu I tants and the allocntj on of tenders. 
3. Shortcomings of the Discussion Paper 

The overall conceptual framework of the Discussion Paper. 
Invalid assumptions and inadequate methodologies. 
Omissions. 
Recommendations. 	 - 

4. Conclusions 

1. The Consultancy Brief issued by the N.P.W.S. 

On what basis was 'Big Scrub' defined? 	On what basis were 'major' 
and 'minor' remnants divided? 

There is some conflict in the Terms of Reference between the 
preparation of a conservation strategy and the concept of management for 
potential and appropriate use' of the remnanl.s. The original allocation was 

under t}rc;.Nat ional Rainforest Conservat ion Program . A great den I of money is 
already hexng spent on the heal U1 , welfare and recreation of people. 1 t is 
not iappropiate that the NPh'S which is the only statutory body in the State 
with the I'riiary 'function of protecting ecosystems also cli rcctr: their 
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relatively limited funding to this purpose. In addition, money has already 
bet, allocated under the program for outdoor interpretive f acilities  nt 
Victoria Park. David Keith, a botanist with N.P.W.S., Sydney justifies the 
accent on human use because 'the Federal Government has devoted these funds 
because people have put pressure on them to do so'. This indicates a 
misunderstanding of the enormous amount of time and effort so many people 
have put into attempting to conserve and preserve remaining ecosystems and 
their remnants. 

The Discussion Paper did not come to grips with the area which was 
to be covered by the Conservation Strategy. It is important to resolve the 
question of whether the Strategy covers only Big Scrub remnants or whether it 
should be extended to cover other rainforest remnants in the area. In fact, 
information should have been presented in the paper on the conservational 
value of different concepts of the 'Big Scrub' and the various alternatives 
properly described and documented for discussion. 

The North Coast N. P. A. feels that the remnants should be considered 
as an ecological whole within a regional perspective, which is how they are 
considered by many of their resident flora and fauna, and not as disjunct 
entities. 	With this view, th& corridors and linkages which presently exist 
along creeks, rivers, along regenerating slopes, and even along road verges 
gain a new perspective as a 'tremendous resource for maintenance of the 
rainforest areas' (Peter Stace, Dept. of Ag.). In considering the Big Scrub 
it should also be borne in mind that it was always a mosaic of communities 
with the rainforest being scattered amongst other vegetation types depending 
on soil conditions. 	 - 

The use of consultants and the allocation of tenders. 

Was the contract issued at State or Federal level? On what basis 
was it granted? The North Coast branch of N.P.A. is concerned about the 
allocation of other rainforest conservation funds with this example in mind. 

Why was the contract given to consultants who had no demonstrated - 
expertise in rainforest ecology or in management for conservation? The money 
allocated should have been used to employ people to plug the holes in the 
data base and to identify overall and individual conservation threats and 
challenges, under N.P.W.S. direction. 

If N.P.W.S. were not to use their expertise, why was the contract 
not then given to conSultants who have suitable expertise in conservation 
management and a knowledge of the Dig Scrub remnants? The remnants are too 
important to be left to consultants who have, in fact, demonstrated their 
poor grasp of the ecology of the Big Scrub remnants and of management issues 
and unfortunately, of scientific research, in this Discussion Paper. 

Shortcomings in the Discussion Paper. 

The Discussion Paper failed to adequately address the Consultancy 
Brief in that it: 

* d:id not review reievnnt: information concern:ing the natural and 
cultural features of the "Big Scrub" as well as data relating 
to the remnants existing and potential use. The bibliography 
is pitiful, despite a 'review of literature' purportedly 
carried out. Much more is available, both pub] i shed and 
unpublished, e.g. there are many references to birds in Big 
Scrub remnants in the literature and information is also 
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available from a number of local experts. 
* doeS not show evidence of consultation with land xnanzigeuzent 

authorities and landowners. 

* does not evaluate the relevant background information 

* does not adequately identify management issues current and 
foreseeable in the near future. 

* did not provide a general statement as to their importance of 
the Big Scrub remnants as small natural areas for 
agriculture and wildlife. 

i) The overall conceptual framework of the Discussion Paper 

During the Workshop, Nan Nicholson made the following points which we 
feel should he emphasised 

* these areas are already being used by species other than 
ourselves which gives them a value far beyond human use since we don't need 
these areas for our very survival 

* these areas have an inherent right to exist without our feeling 
a compulsion to benefit from them 

* the pressures on these areas are going to increase enormously in 
the next few decades and they must not be expected to absorb an ever 
increasing range of human uses or entrepreneurial expectations. 

* any interference at all from now on is radical extremism and we 
now must take a more moderate position and avoid damaging in any_y what is 
left. 

* the Conservation Strategy should not be a blueprint to allocate 
human use of the area. 

John Bruce, the Regional forester for Coffs Harbour district noted 
that: 

* there are other rainforest areas which are accessible and large 
enough to better absorb impact 

* these tiny remnants could he easily trampled to death if human 
use is promoted.  

* tourists are at present interested in rainforest rather than in 
the Big Scrub remnants and iiiterest in the remnants should not be encouraged. 

He pointed out that even the larger areas under Forestry Management 
could be in an 'Overuse' situation in time near future and controls may need 
to be considered. Hitchcock (1984) also points out that recreation is a land 
use which conflicts with the conservation of small botanically important 
rainforest remnants. 

The North Coast N.P.A. feels that consideration of the fiscal value 
of an area has no place in a conservation strategy and we are concerned by 
the following attitude exhibited by the consultants. 

the remnants of the Big Scrub have been recognised at both 
State and Locü Governinen{. level as important elements within (lie rabric of 
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consequences of their loss is little understood'. If consultants are to be 
employed, they should have the appropriate e'pertise. 

iv) Recommendations. 

The North Coast branch of the N.P.A is totally opposed to the 
following recommendations of this Discussion Paper. 

* 	Division of remnants into 
- Primary Conservation Sites 
- Secondary Conservation Sites 
- General Remnant Sites 
- Designated Tourist and Educational Sites (pp 58, 59) 

These divisions were in any case arbitrarily allocated. It is of 
paramount concern that sites have been allocated status at all, let alone 
apparently on the basis of whether they are 'true' Big Scrub sites or not. 

* 	During the workshop discussion Ms. A.Specht stated that she didn't 
assume that conservation of all sites was possible' i.e. she assumed that it 
wasn't possible, yet adequate information on conservation status and 
viability was not presented for any site. 

* 	'entrepreneurial use of general remnant sites ought to be 
encouraged subject to the preparation of satisfactory management plans. 
Furthennore, the Natinn1 7urks and Wildlife Service should give serious 
consideration to supporting the construction of tourist infrastructure in 
close proximity to designated tourist and eductional sites'. (pp59,61). The 
consultants appear completely unable to grasp the fragility of these remants. 
As a further example, Boatharbour has conflicting usages as a prime tourism 
site and as a prime conservation site. 

* 	'The conununity (both resident and tourist) should enjoy reasonable 
access to the remnants for scientific, historical, educational and 
recreational purposes. It is Governments' proper role to focilitatc such 
access'. The National Parks and Wildlife Act actually requires that priority 
be given to protecting ecosystems, particularly since the N.P.W.S. sites are 
Nature Reserves and primarily aimed at species conservation. No assessment 
of the impact of present usage on these remnants, or of the effects of 
recreational use in general is evidenced in the Discussion Paper. 

* 	'removing and controlling weeds, ensuring that the edge of the 
remnant is sharp' (p62) 

* 	'maintaining species diversity, by ensuring gaps occur, and the 
remnants are not overprotected' . 	We have discussed the dangers of 
this belief and the natural occurrence of gaps earlier. 

4. Conclusions 

We hope that a Conservation Strategy for particular rainforest 
remnants would contain sufficient information on the techniques and resources 
available for management of such areas in general as well as containing site 
specific management requirements. This Discussion Paper does not form the 
basis for either. 

While it is not necessary to go into the mechanics of intinageinent, a 
Conservation Strategy should clearly spell out the end tIit-  is to be achieved 
and the priority of action for each remnant as well as give some guidance as 
to desirable means. 

- 



Because the Discussioii Paper which was presented by Stephen Connelly 
of Planner's North, in conjunction with Ms Alison Specht et. al. of the 
N.R.C.A.E's Centre for Coastal Management, is totally inadequate, the North 
Coast Branch of the N.P.A. believes that the employment of these Consultants 
should be terminated. We are extremely concerned that, instead of insisting 
on high standards in the formulation of the Strategy, the N.S.W. N.P.W.S. 
night modify the Brief to suit the Consultants. 	Since the conservation 
managemnerjt of the Big Scrub remnants has not yet been adequately discussed, 
there must be further public input to the formulation of the Conservation 
Strategy, and of the Management Plans for the three Nature Reserves, Victoria 
Park, Davis Scrub, and Broken Head. 
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Dear Friends, 
GOOD WOOD is ready to go, we feel. The following information 
shoul,d assist you in starting off the lengthy process of 
information gathering and sorting. 

Thanks for your energy and enthusiasm. When we get the GOOD WOOD 
Guide out, we will see a marked effect on the publics 
awareness as has happened in the UK. The potential can be seen 
in the interest already shown by people who contact the 
Rainforest Information Cen bre, asking questions about sustainably 
produced timber resources. 

Our support can always be relied upon when the need arises, just 
cthntact us. 	 - 

GOOD WOOD AUSTRALIA PROGRESS TO DATE: May 89 

The GOOD WOOD Group, at the Rainforest Information Centre(RIC), 
has been working since Sept 88 on this project. So far we have: 

-Conducted preliminary talks with businesses using rainforest 
timbers in this area. We have found some concern for 
rainforest issues but little willingness to actively reduce 
consumption. 

-Communicated the idea of an Australian GOOD WOOD Guide to the 
40+ Rainforest Action Groups (RAGs) and a number. 'of other 
interested people. The result is that we have a wide.:: range of 
people aware of and thinking about the need for a 600D WOOD 
Guide. 
So far groups in the following areas have expressed an 7 'interest: 

Sydney, 	Philip Neill 	 Also: Canberra 
Byron Bay, Jan Oliver, Robin Osborne 	 Brisbane 
Lismore, 	Jed Stuart & George Marshall 	Casino: 
Bellingen, Christa and Toni 

Please let us know at GOOD WOOD, RIC, P0 Box 368, Lismore, NSW 
2480, Telephone (066) 218 505, if you can form a local :0000  WOOD 
Group 

-Produced a draft 'Alternatives to Rainforest T imbers' document. 
An update of this will be available in May and it will include 
the contents of replies to the first draft. We will continue to 
facilitate, debate on acceptable alternatives, until , we reach 
consensus. At that time a more presentable document can be 
produced, say in July or August. 

-Produced this GOOD WOOD kit for RAGs to use as a :basis  for 
initiating research in their areas. 

-Begun fortnightly GOOD WOOD meetings in Lismore, minutes of 
which are sent to other groups on request. 

1 



WHERE TO FROM HERE: 

To compile this guide we need YOUR assistance. We have decided 
that it would be best f or the GOOD WOOD Guide to be compiled on 
the basis of Local Council areas, or at most, bio-regional areas. 
This will spread the cost and work load around and enable 
personal contact to establish not only the category into which 
the businesses or organisations should be listed but give the 
researchers an idea of attitudes in the industry. 

We therefore need a person in your area to take on the 
responsibility of co-ordinating GOOD WOOD activities and 
research. 

WHAT WE WOULD LIKE YOU TO DO: 

1.. List all the businesses, who may deal in rainforest timbers, 
in the following categories in the phone book. 
ARCHITECTS: 
BOXES AND CASES-WOOD: 
BUILDING CONSULTANTS: 
BUILDING CONTRACTORS: 
BUILDING CONTRACTORS-ALTERATIONS & REPAIRS: 
BUILDING DESIGNERS: 
BUILDING FRAMES- Pre-cut: 
BUILDING INFORMATION BUREAUX: 
BUILDING SURPLIES: 
BUILDINGS PREFABRICATED: 
CABINET MAKERS: 
CABINET MAKERS SUPPLIES: 
CARPENTERS & JOINERS: 
DRAFTSPEOPLE: 
FLOORS WOOD: 
FORESTRY SERVICES AND CONSULTANTS: 
FURNITURE DESIGNERS AND CUSTOM BUILDERS: 
FURNITURE BUILT IN WARDROBES & BARS: 
FURNITURE MANUFACTURERS SUPPLIERS: 
FURNITURE MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS: 
FURNITURE OUTDOOR: 
FURNITURE RETAIL: 
INTERIOR DECORATORS / DESIGNERS: 
JOINERY: 
KITCHEN RENOVATIONS & EQUIPMENT: 
LAMINATES & LAMINATED PANELS: 
MOULDINGS- WOOD: 
OFFICE FURNITURE: 
PANELLING INTERIOR: 
PLYWOODS & VENEERS: 
PARTICLE BOARD: 
ROOF CONSTRUCTION: 
TIMBER- TRADE & RETAIL: 
TIMBER- WHOLESALE: 
SHOP & OFFICE FITTINGS: 
WALLBOARDS: 

A- 
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Send: the cover letter provided, (or similar), the survey and 
any other information to all these businesses. Where possible 
arrange a face to face interview, in our experience this will 
produce better results. Telephone and mail contacts may not get 
the same results but we feel any contact is better than none at 
all. It would be valuable to have a small number, of well 
researched businesses in each category. This will form a basis 
for further additions. 	Please remember to change the contact at 
the bottom of the survey. 

Collate information and send it to us at GOOD WOOD, (RIC), 
perhaps keeping your local media up to date on your plans and 
progress at the same time. We will then put together a draft 
version of the GOOD WOOD Guide which we will send back to the 
local groups for comment. 

Note: 	Obviously there are a number of areas that, need 
clarification, eg. what are sustainably logged timbers, where do 
they come from, which alternatives are environmentally sound etc? 
Some businesses may find it hard to know which category they wish 
to be in. For the moment if you could record any areas of 
confusion or ambiguity, we will work them out as we go'along. The 
process of discussion with these businesses is proving to be very 
useful in itself, providing quite a lot of fresh information not 
only f or the Goodwood Guide but also the 'Alternatives! document. 
We will keep updating both as the situation clarifies. 

Here is a suggestion for the type of letter that could'be sent to 
businesses in your, area. 	 :, 



Some Facts about the Environment 
Compiled from official sources 

Endangered Species 
A species probably becomes extinct about every nine hours, it may be as often as every three hours: by the end of the century it 

may be every twenty minutes. Why the uncertainty? There are 5-30 million species on planet Earth but only 1.7 million have been 
scientifically investigated. Most live in the canopies of remote rainforesL. By the year 2050 one in (our of all plant species alive 
today is expected to be extinct. 25% of US drug prescriptions are chemicals originating in wild plants. Malaria treatment, 
leukaemia drugs, anaesthetics and heart drugs are examples. Extinction of plants in the USA alone is estimated to cost US$3 
billions by the year 2000... In 1981 the official endangered species list stood at 230. Now it is 35,000 and scientists can't keep up... 
There are three main causes for these species plight: 1) Destruction of habitat, particularly rain forest, happens through urban 
expansion, logging and agricultural and forestry development The world's population is 5000 million and in 10 years time it will be 
6000 million, 4000 million of whom will be in cities. Tropical regions are the main areas of population growth. 2) Direct exploitation 
for skins, ivory, feathers, shells, rtilno horn, oils and meats. In 1975. over 164 million wildlife products entered the Unites States 
alone. Europe and Japan are the other main markets. The trade in wild animals is expanding to provide for zoos, the pet trade and 
industrial and medical research. 3) Pollution and the breakdown in natural rood chains, the importation of new competitors, 
predators, parasites and diseases. 

Rain Forests 
Worldwide, at least 40% of rain forests have been lost in the last 30 years... Every minute an area of tropical forests larger than 

twenty soccer fields is destroyed by logging, burning, agricultural clearance or indusbial development... Every year forest bigger 
than Costa Rica (11 million hectares) is eradicated. For every ten hectares of trees felled, less than one is planted... 7% of the 
worlds lands surface is rain forest. It contains over 50% of the worlds species of flora and launa. Panama has as many plants and 
animals species as Europe... All mainland Malaysian forest will be cleared by 1990. (2 years)... Nigerias rain forest will be cleared by 
2000... One cause is the provision of high quality woods to the West. A trade as damaging but more insidious than the fur trade... 
Another cause is the servicing of debts by Third World countries, needing to produce short term dollar crops, rather than 
harvesting the forest's natural wealth... 1200 hectares of the fast growing 'Ipilipil' tree could generate the fuel equivalent of 
1,000,000 barrels of oil annually. 

SoR 
More than three billion hectares . almost a quarter of the wand's land surface is at risk from desertWication, salinizalion from 

bad irrigaDon.00ther degradation. Worldwide, an estimated 26 billion tons of topsoil are washed or blown off cropland each 
year... Every•ar 6 million hectares of productive dryfand becomes desert... US$6 billion damage a year is done off-site by eroded 
soil deposited on coral reefs, in dams and fisheries, in the USA each year... 8 million metric tonnes of hazardous chemical wastes are 
leaking into Dutch soil... Cleaning up the 21,000 abandoned chemical hazard sites in West Germany will cost US$4 billion. 

The Ozone Layer 
The high level ozone layer soaks up the ultra violet rays (UV) and prevents lethal levels of radiation reaching the ground. The 

ozone is under attack from the continued release into the atmosphere of CFC5 (Chloroflurocarbons) A single chlorine atoms can, 
over time, destroy upwards of 10,000 ozone molecules... Pollution by CFC chemicals comes from aerosols, air conditiong systems and 
plastic foam cartons.,. A hole the size of the USA has developed in the high level ozone layer over the Antarctic. Making enough ozone 
to fill the Antartic hole would take about three limes the annual U.S. energy output - every year... Once released, the CFC's are in 
the atmosphere for at least 100 years and they take about 15 years to reach the paper-thin ozone layer (three-millimeter deep) 15 
miles above the ground... Although substitutes exist, U.S. industry sells $750 million worth of CFC's annually (one-third of the 
world's production)... 20,000 extra deaths from skin cancer may result in the US alone where 500,000 cases are diagnosed each 
year... UV-B alsomages the human immune system. A diminished ozone layer will make people more vulnerable to a variety of 
infectious disedses... UV-B causes cell and tissue damage in about two-third of 200 species of plants tested at the University of 
Maryland... In Antartica last year (87), UV-B has very serious effects on the photosynthesis and metabolism of the plankton at the 
base of the marine food chain. The plankton also produces 70 0/6 of the oxygen on Earth... A 3% thinning in the layer over Europe was 
detected in 1988... In the Southern hemis'iere the ozone was O3wp as mixh as 5% in 87... Monitoring stations In North Dakota, Maine 
and Switzerland had recorded wintertime drops in the ozone layer of tip to 9%... Every year, nearly 700 million aerosol cans are 
produced in Britain alone, approximately two thirds of the cans use CFC5... It would take an 85% cut in CFC use, just to stabilise 
concentrations at todays levels... 

Greenhouse Effect 
Because of increasing carbon dioxide and othei pofluffon from coal burn and industrial processes, the world has warmed up and is 

expected to increase another 1.5.4.5 degrees centigrade by 2030: the Greenhouse Effect. The result will be a sea-level rise by 
2100 of between 1.4 and 2.2 meters, spreading deserts and retreating forests... The U.S. contribute to one-quarter of the CO2 
load, the Soviet Union is the second largest consumer of fossil fuels and Japan is third... To end or even slow the warming, 
fossil-fuel emissions would have to be slashed 60%. In contrast, economists forecast a doubling of such emissions over the next 40 
jears... Fossil fuel use now adds some 5.4 billion tons of carbon to the atmosphere annually, and deforestation adds between I and 
2.6 billion tons. Since 1958 concentrations of CO2 have increased 25%... 



Dear Manager,  

Environmental issues are very much in the news at the moment. 
People are increasingly concerned about the timber they are 
buying and where it comes from. They want to know what the 
environmental costs are and what alternative timbers can be used. 

The issue that concerns us is the global impact of accelerated 
rainforest destruction. A shift in public awareness is underway. 
We wish to encourage this by providing people with a means to 
find businesses that will help them with their choices, to 
recommend shops, timber merchants, manufacturers and architects 
who do not use or sell rainforest timbers and will help them find 
sustainably logged alternatives. 

The 'GOOD W000 	Guide, so successful in UK, is coming to 
Australia. In it businesses and other organisations are 
classified into three categories (overleaf). The UK experience 
has shown that inclusion in the Guide is of commercial benefit 
and we trust that we may list you to your best advantage. 

GOOD WOOD will also shortly appear in the Netherlands, USA and 
New Zealand, 

As you will see the three éategories are clear statements about 
your stance on the issue of tropical timber. There is no expense 
or commitment entailed by complying, our purpose is to assist 
consumers in their search for ethical and sustainable timber 
supplies. 

Could you please fill in the survey form overleaf and return it 
to us at the address below? 

The Rainforest Information Centre was founded in 1980 to provide 
information on, and to campaign internationally for the earths 
rapidly diminishing rainforests. 

We are a nan-profit organisation, run entirely by volunteers. 
Donations towards the costs of materials for this project would 
be gratefully received. 

Yours faithfully, 

Jed Stuart 
(for the Good Wood group, RIC) 



AUSTRALIAN GOOD WOOD GUIDE 

SURVEY 

Below are three categories into which businesses and organisations 
such as your own will be listed: 

Which category would you like yours listed under? 

A-We will undertake not to use or trade in rainforest timbers, 

other than those obtained in a sustainable manner. We wishto be 
recommended to enquirers and included in the Good Wood Guide and 
any other publicity. 

B-We are unable to give up using or trading in rainforest timbers 

entirely. However we are prepared to substantially reduce our use 

of or trade in them. We would like further information on the 
alternatives available. 

C- At present we are unable to review our policy on using or 

trading in rainforest timbers, but would like further iñformation 
on the alternatives available. 

In the UK, businesses that are listed under Section 4,, and to a 
lesser extent those listed under Section B, find that there are 

commercial benefits to be gained from being promoted as providing 
an environmentally benign product.. These businesses gain 
recognition and advantageous publicity and support from the 
public. 

For further information please contact us on (064)21805 or write 
to: - 

Good Wood, Rainforest Information Centre, PU Box 368, Lismore, 
P19W 2480. 



C- WHY PROTECT RAINFOREST 

Half the earth's 10 million species of plants and animals live in 
the rainforests. At the present rate of rainforest destruction 
these will all be gone within the lifetime of a child born today-
It is estimated, by the World Resources Institute in Washington, 
that 200 million people live in or depend upon rainforests. Their 
culture and their lives hang on the choices that we in the 
developed world make. 

At present an area the size of Victoria is cut down each year for 
agriculture, ranching and timber extraction. The rainforests have 
soils and ecological systems that are very sensitive to change. 
In many cases these have already been devastated beyond repair 
and, largely as a result of this, global extinctions are 
currently running at over 48 per day, according to the latest 
information. 

Here are S very good reasons why we should protect as much of the 
world's rainforest as we possibly can;- 

GREENHOUSE EFFECT- The rapid loss of the world's raini crests 
is one of the major causes of the Greenhouse Effect; a rise in 
the earth s overall temperatures. Vegetation, especially dense 
vegetation like rainforests, ties up vast quantities of carbon. 
Released as CO2 and other gases, it forms a blanket effectively 
locking into our atmosphere the solar heat that would otherwise 
be re-radiated. An extremely small rise in global temperatures 
has enormous consequences for climate and hydrological cycles. 
The results are being seen at the moment in extended droughts, 
abnormal flooding exacerbated by a loss of the binding effect of 
climax vegetation on soils and the harrowing prospect of rising 
sea levels, especially for low lying population areas. 

Rainforests act as a reservoir for carbon, as a sponge retaining 
excess water and' as a moderator of climatic extremes. But 
rainforests are more than that, they host the most diverse 
ecosystems on earth, they were the birthplace of homo sapiens and 
countless other species, the bulk of our medicines and staple 
foods originate in them, the list goes on. Certainly every 
hectare of rainforest we retain will help reduce the impact of 
the Greenhouse Effect. 

SOIL- The logging of rain4orests leads to the irreparable 
loss of 6 billion tons of topsoil a year. Soil that took 
thousands of years to develop is washed away in a few short 
months. Some countries have lost 257. of their topsoil since the 
Second World War, others like Japan and Belgium have lost more. 

SPECIES SURVIVAL -  The rainf crests are the home of a vast and 
diverse variety of plants and animals, the survival of which is 
essential to life as we know it. Without this genetic diversity, 
life on earth will be unable to adapt to changed environments. 



Rain-forests represent an enormous gene bank, one from which -"we 
sprang, and from which we derive half our medicines and much of 

our staple food.. Less than 1% of the rainforest species have been 

classified, yet who can say that it was not amongst the 48 

species lost today that our salvation was rendered impossible? 

4. TRIBAL PEOPLES- There is much knowledge and wisdom in the 
cultures of the rainforest dwellers, as there is in our own 
Australian native cultures. Are we seriously considering them as 

being of no value when for thousands of years they have fed, 

clothed and housed themselves from the forest sustainably? In the 

decades of our rainforest. exploitation we have irreparably lost 
much of it, degraded more and are contemplating loosing it all 

within a single human lifetime. - 

S ENJOYMENT- The Rainforests are a sea of peace and tranquillity 
in our modern industrial age. To some this is sentimental 

nonsense but to many this is the principal argument for 
rainforest preservation. Who can say that the only rationale 

worthy of serious consideration is the benefit of rainforests to 

man's material wellbeing? 
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PAINFORESTS 
WHAT THEYARE 
lt\INI:oREsrs Covint Liss than two percent of tile globe, vet 
tlle\' are home to between 40 and 50 percent of all types 
of living things on our planet, as man' as 5 million 
species of plants, animals and insects. The rainforest is 
the richest, oldest, mi )st productive and most cotiipiex 
ecosysteni on earth. The National Academy of Sciences 
reports that two and it half acres coikl anitain an 
estiniated 42,000 insect species alone. 

Moreover, an enormous proportion of animals and 
plants in the rainforest are endemic to one area. This 
means they exist nowhere else. t'apua New Guinea has 
320 endemic species of birds; the Philippines has 94 
endemic mammal species; 1480 endemic bird species 
live in Indonesia. Forty percent of all birds of prey 
depend on rainforests. With the disappearance of the 
rainforest, these species are becoming extinct. 

There are more than a thousand forest tribes around 
the world: Colombia has 60 known tribal groups; the 
Philippines has 7 niillion tribal people; Indonesia has 360 
distinct ethnic groups, many speaking only their tribal 
language; 200-plus tribes live in the Congo Basin; Papua 
New Guinea supports more than 700 tribes. Many, if not 
most, are on the verge of cultural and physical extinction; 
doubtless some are still unknown to us. 

The forests also have an abundance of useful plants, 
particularly medicinal plants. Seventy percent of 3,000 
plants identilied by the National Cancer Institute as 
having anti-cancer properties are rainforest species. 

Modern surgery and medicine have reaped inuiieasur-
able benelits in the treatment Of diseases which include 
lynipht )cvtic leukemia, gl;ttio una, I k dgki is il isease and 
;tnioebic dvsenters', among others. Oral contr:tcelitioll 
depends on diosgenin; reserpine counters hypertension; 
st r )plia lit lii n is used to treat heart ai liii ents: all are 
derived from plants that grow in raintorests. In fact, 
approximately 7,000 medical compounds in moderti 
Western pharmacopoeia are derived from plants. One-
fourth of all prescription drugs marketed in the US 
contain otie or niore of plant compounds. 

Vet, fewer than ohe percent 4tropical sjecies have 
been examined for their possible use to mankind. As man 
destroys these forests, niillions of species of plants and 
animals, the vast majority of which are unexplored by 
science, lose their habitats. 

The National Academy of Sciences in Washington, D.C., 
reports that more than 50 million acres (the combined 
land size of England, Scotland and Wales) are perma-
nently destroyed or seriously degraded each year. That 
averages to 100 wasted or abused acres for every minute 
of every day. 

Conservative estiniates say man has already destroyed 
over 50 percent of the original, natural rainforest.s. In fact, 
tropical rainforests are being destroyed faster than any 
other natural community. At present rates, our tropical 
rainforests will be totally destroyed or severely degraded 
by the middle of the next century. 

This must stop. And it must stop immediately. 
Ittinforests are immensely precious. They are not 
replaceable. The deva.stion of the forests has tremendous 
ecological, social and political ramifications throughout 
the world. 

Where are the tropicalforests? 

The world's tropical forests are located within it 3,000 
mile-wide hand straddling the equator. Only 2.4 billion 
acres of rainforest—less than half the original acreage-
survives. The main concentrations are in Amazonia, 
Southeast Asia and West Africa. Brazil hosts one-third of 
existing tropical forests; Indonesia and Zaire each have 

teui percent. 

Why are rainforests being destroyed? 

The m;tin causes of deforestation are cattle ranching, 
logging, road-building, agriculture and industrial 
developnients such as hvdro-electric dams and mines. In 
Latin Atiierica the chief c;tuse has been raising cattle; in 
Southeast Asia, Oceania a lid Africa, logging and peasant 
agricultitte are the biggest culprits. 

Why should we care about tropical rainforests? 

Biologically, rainforests are the richest regiotis on 
earth. As matly as 5 million species of plants, animals and 
insects (40 to 50 percetit of all types of living things) live 
in tropical rainforests. The forests have es-olved to a 
delicate ecological balance that can easily he per-
manently destroyed, without hope of recovery. 
Ittinforests are the traditional hotiie of hundreds of 
thousands of indigenous tribal people. And as many as 
200 million people live in and around the forests, relying 
on theni for food and shelter. Moreover, raitiforests 
capture, store and recycle rain, thus preventing floods, 
drought and soil erosioti. They also serve to regulate 

local and global climates. 

Isn't over-population the real cause of 
deforestation? 

No. Overpopulatioti is usually cited ;ts the cause of 
settlement in rainforest.s, but unfair distribittion of it 
countr's good agricultural land is often tile re;tl cause. 

Mali)' governments have used rainforests as safety 
valves, relocating landless peasants to these poor soils 
itistead of instititting land reform progratils on more 

valttztble agricultural land. Brazil, 'vii ich has it po1 in' of 
moving settlers into the Ama/_oil raititorest, cli tes not 
need that land for agriculture, leaving aside the 
Arnazonian forest, Brazil has the same population density 
as the US, about 65 people per square niile. lintzil has 2.3 
acres of farmland per person, more than the US. 

T;tking potential farmland into account (bit( still 
excluding the Amztz ni) each person in Brazil ct ,u Id have 
10 acres. Instead, 4.5 percent of Brazil's land wners own 
81 percent of the countr's fartnland, and 70 percent of 
rural households are landless. In India, more than half 
the land which is suitable for crops is owned by 8 percent 

of the rural population. 

Besides bad and unfair land distribution, why 
else are rainforests being cleared? 

A prime reason for mans' government-encouraged 
colonivtion schemes is not land, hut the quest to 
secur&' frontier regions Logging, mining and other 

industrial activities also contribute greatly to the 
rainforest being cleared- Foreign markets in beef cattle 
and hardwood products provide attractive—though self-
destructive—reasons for depleting their natural 

resources. 

Doesn't It make economic sense to convert these 
empty, idle lands to profitable enterprises? 

First, rainforests are NOT empty. Tribal groups are 
successfully living wherever the forest can support 
human life. Second, the intact forest is hardly idle. It 
conditions the soil, regulates rainfall and maintains the 
water cycle far beyond the borders of the forest itself. 

Most attempts to turn rainforest into farniland have 
failed disastrously, claniaging the forest, disrupting the 
soil and water balance for other farmers, and leaving 
settlers even more desperate for land. 

Rainforest exploitation redistributes wealth upward, 
not outward. The permanent, widely distributed henelits 
of the intact forest—the protection of wildlife, water 
catchiment_s and soil, and the provision of food, medicines 
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and building materials—are turned into immediate and 
short-term profits for a very small group of investors and 
consumers. 

But the benefits of theforestare intangible, and 
developing countries need money. 

It is hard to assign a monetary value to many of the 
functions rainforests perform, but their loss can be 
expensive. In India, deforestation since 1950 has almost 
doubled the area affected by annual floods. Even' vear 6 
billion tons of soil are swept from the hills, and hundreds 
of thousands of people are left homeless. The value of 
the lost nutrients alone (5  million tons of nitrogen, 
potash and phosphorus) is estimated at more than Si 
billion. In neighboring Nepal, the annual cost of damage 
from these floods is $1 billion. 

Also, timber operations, oil and gas drilling, mining 
and ranching, and other commercial activities often make 
the country poorer, not richer. Instead of contributing to 
the national economy by paying taxes and royalties, and 
providing jobs, these enterprises too often make a profit 
only for their owners and overseas investors, not for the 
nation. 

FACT SHEEU A LIST 
OF BENEFITS 
The wondrous, abundant ecological wealth which 
rainforests offer translates to dranzatic tangible and 41e-
saving benefits—advances in modern medicine, 
agriculture and industn' which we could not lit'e 
u 'ithout. 

Medicine 
is 70 percent of all plants identified as having anti-

cancer properties by the National Cancer Institute occur 
only in the rainforest. Fewer than 1 percent of tropical 
forest species have been examined for their possible 
chemical compounds. 

is The rosy periwinkle offers a 99 percent chance of 
remission for cases of lvmphocvtic leukemia, as well as a 
58 percent chance of recovery,  from Hodgkins disease. 

is 225 rainforest plants from Costa Rica are docu-
mented as potential anti-cancer agents. 

is Much modern surgery depends upon curare, a 
derivative of a South American tree bark used to relax 
skeletal muscles. Without curare, delicate operations 
such as tonsillectomies and eve and abdominal surgery 
would be enormously difficult. Furthermore, curare 
cannot be chemically synthesized in the laboratory. 

is Ipecac from South America—used for centuries—is 
still the most effective treatment for amoebic dysentery. 

Agriculture 
is Crop breeders require genes from wild plants and 

primitive crops to fortify modern varieties. Every modern 
rice plant contains the gene resistant to grassy stunt virus, 
a major rice disease. The gene was discovered just 25 
years ago and was found in only two minute seeds from 
central India. No other seeds containing the resistant 
gene have ever been found again. 

is Fruit and vegetable varieties from rainforests, when 
crossed with modern produce strains. have resulted in 

Don't rainforest soils make good agricultural 
land? 

No. Few tropical forest soils are high in fertility. What 
nutrients are found in the soil lie in the top few inches. 
with the underlying soil being virtually sterile. Most of 
the nutrients are locked up in the vegetation instead. 
When the trees and other vegetation are destroyed, the 
nutrients are destroyed forever.. 

Isn't it unredlistic and patronizing to protect 
indigenous tribes from the 20th century? 

Healthy tribal societies are dynamic. Like our own 
cultures, they evolve in response to changing conditions. 
The question is not whether they can adapt to the 20th 
century without losing their cultural identities and skills, 
but whether they will be allowed to do so. Cultural 
extinction is not inevitable. The.groups must have land, 
protection from newly introduced diseases, time to 
adapt, and the right to determine their own future. 

improvements which translate to millions of dollars in 
increased annual farm revenue. 

is Tomato varieties have been improved by cross-
breeding with wild tomatoes froth Ecuador, Chile and 
Peru, resulting in an additional $ million farm revenue 
annually. 

is Imported insects are efficietii biological pest 
controls; in Florida, three types of parasitic wasps save 
citrus growers $30 million annwillv. in crop damage. 

is Crops originating in rainfo?ests include rice. 
quinine, rubber, coffee, bananas, eggplants, lemons. 
oranges, tea, cacao, cashews, cassava. peanuts, pine-
apples, guavas and papayas. 

Industry 
is The sweetest substance in the world is Thaumatin, a 

newly,  discovered compound derived from the katemfe 
bush which grows in the West African rainforest. It is 
100,000 times sweeter than table sugar. 

is The sap of Amazonian copaiha trees—poured 
straight into a fuel tank—can power a truck. In 1979, 
Melvin Calvin, Nobel-winning Biochemist at U.C. 
Berkeley, discovered that copaiba sap is almost identical 
to diesel fuel. 

is The leukemia medicine, vincristine. is made from 
periwinkle leaves and currently has annual sales of over 
$50 million. 

is India's wild forest harvest of perfumes. flavorings. 
resins, rattans, essential oils and drugs is worth $125 
million every year. 

is Cortisone and diosgenin are derived from the wild 
yams from Mexico and Guatemala. Diosgenin is the 
active ingredient in birth-control pills, and the most 
versatile and available steroid raw material. 

15 The West African Calabar bean is used to treat 
glaucoma and for certain synthetic insecticides. 

is Reserpine, from India and Southeast Asia, is 
essential for treating hypertension. 

15 A West African vine provides the basis for 
strophanthin, a heart medicine. 
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GREEN ALLIANCE MEMO' : fl-FORESTATION CAMPAIGN. 

In 1981 State cabinet in P/SW appointed a Task Force to enquire 
into the Regulation and Encouragement of Private Forestry. The 
report of the Task FOrce has been presented to Cabinet, and its 
recommendations include, in particular: 

* that existing disincentives be removed by reforming various 
income, sales and land tax provisions, and changing Federal, 

State and Local Government rating systems; 
• the p avision of technical and especially financial assist-
ance to landowners for re-forestation projects; 

• that priority zones be established, in areas which would give 
"the most readily demonstrated silvicultural returns and 
environmental benefits." 

A draft of this report came to us as early as August 1981, and it 
would appear that, as with the Rainforest issue, a final extra 
push is needed to ensure the implementation of the Report. The 
best time for this campaign is NOW, and over the next 2-3 months. 

One of a host of significant consequences of the Report's 
implementation would be that associations such as communities, 
community groups, unemplbyed persons work co-operatives etc. 
could establish viable businesses offering part time employment 
in nursery and contract planting work. 

Recently Wran announced the allocation of $10 million for 
job-creation, most of this to the Forestry Commission for 
"clearing and planting". This seems to mean clearing eucalypts 
and planting pine in southern NSW, despite the fact that: 

* Australia is facing a surplus of pine, particularly pulpwood; 
* Both conservationists and timber companies have urged that 

funds for hardwood re-forestation be allocated to the North Coast, 
so as to protect jobs and timber supplies. 

Acting Prime Minister Anthony recently announced that most of 
the estimated $300 million saved by the twelve month wage freeze 
would be spent on "job-related" programmes. It is vital that this 
money be allocated to socially and environmentally useful work, 
such as re-forestation projects. 

* The need for re-forestation constitutes a national emergency. 
The current drought is unprecedented in its severity. 

Unemployment levels continue to soar. This is the Year of the 
Tree. There is to be a Federal electioJ3,probabiy in April or 
May; the Federal Government is under strong pressure on its 
environment policies, particularly regarding the Franklin Dam. 
We know that appropriate action at the right time can change 
Government policy. The Year of the Tree has been taken over as 
a public relations campaign for governments, forestry departments 
and nurserymen's associations. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO 

PLEASE: * Write to Wran urging that the recommendations of the 
Task Force on Private Forestry be implemented and. substantial 12 
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funds'allocate.d to re-forestation projects on the North Coast. 	 - 

* Write to Fraser urging that money saved by the freeze on wages 
be allocated to socially and environmentally useful work, especially 
rd-forestation. 

* Write to Fraser demanding that the Federal Government intervene 
to stop the Franklin Dam. 

* Contribute financially to the re-forestation campaign by sending 
a donation to GREEN ALLIANCE, Box 158, Paddington, NSW 2021. 

* Please urge others to write and contribute similarly. 

* Ple'ase send your name, address and relevant details if you would 
like to participate in the network, indicating whether you could 
help in your area in the forthcoming Federal elections. 

•flflpflgflyqg 	 TesRora.aa' 

WHAT IS GREEN ALLIANCE ? 

Green Alliance is a network of people who have been primarily 
concerned to promote the concept of effective co-operative action 
for environmental protection and reconstruction, andfor world peace. 
We have carried out a number of environmental action campaigns, 
such as the Terania Creek and Nightcap Action Group campaigns on 
the Rainforest issue, the Middle Head and Beaches for People 
campaigns on coastal sandmining; and we have participated in such 	- 
dther campaigns as the Honeymoon and Roxby Downs uranium mine campaigns 
in South Australia, the blockade of Windsor Tablelands rainforest 
logging in Queensland, the Franklin River action in Tasmania, etc. 
Through the 	 Homeowner Builder's Association and the Technical 
Assistance Group, we have made a major contribution to Multiple 
Occupancy Zoning and the liberalisation of the Building Codes' 
application in rural areas of NSW. We are members of the Coalition 
for a Nuclear-Free Australia, and have supported the movements for a 
Nuclear-Free Pacific and for Nuclear-Free Zones within Australia and 
the closure of U.S. Bases. We also contributed to the P.E.A.C.E. GROUP'S 
campaign in the last NSW election (People's Environmental Action Co-op.). 

Green Alliance publishes a magazine, GREEN ALLIANCE NEWSLETTER,in which 
we promote these, and such other issues as Land Rights, Permaculture, 
renewable sources and forms of energy and appropriate technology, Plant 
Variety Rights issue, freedom of imformation, civil liberties, electoral 
reform, etc. To date the magazine has given detailed analases of major 
problems as well as promoting specific campaigns. Future issues will 
concentrate more exclusively on particular actions and projects, partic-
ular things people and groups can do, contacts and events information 
nationally, etc. Subscriptions $10 p.a. to Box 31, Nimbin NSW 2480. 

Green Alliance is not associated. with any particular political, religious 
or other ideology. We are not an organisation; we encourage and contribute 
to the closer working co-operation of existing organisations. We feel 
that project-oriented local groups linked to a loose national alliance 
of a broad spectrum of environment, peace and anti-nuclear, land rights. 
etc. groups would constituteZa powerful movement for change. 

Much is possible over the next several months - re-forestation and Year 
of the Tree projects, Franklin Dam cancelled, Federal Labour Gov., 
progress towards end of uranium mining,independent 'Green'MP's , etc. 

PLEASE REPRINT,DISPLAY, & PASS ON THIS MEMO 	SPREAD THE WORD. 

½ 
½ 
vu 
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;e are presently engaged in a study to determine the vegitational species 
(the floristics) and to assess species abundance in the ridge area 
bounded by the Tuntable Pails northern, Eastern and Southern boundaries 
and by the rhyolite slopes and cliffs in theWest. 

45 plots have been systemmatically selected, 	of these 6have been 
completed to date, in the area behind Malapiki. Statistical analysis 
of the data will not be begun until at least 20 plots have been 
completed. Amalysis will include the determination of the frequency of 
true species in a number of girth classes and the determination of 
relationships between species present and such factors as exposure; 
soil, slope, aspect. 	However, a species list has been compiled, and 
dried (&only slightly mouldy) specimens of these are available. 

In lieu of results from this survey, these from an earlier one with a 
slightly different orientation but in the area so far studied - from the 
Northern boundary to Pixies Valley - will be given. 

The Tuntable Creek headwaters are bounded to the North and East by the 
Nightcap Ranges. These ranges were formed during periods of intence 

volcanic activity 15 to 25 million years ago. 	Initially basalt formed 
a series of thick flows extending to Lismore. These rocks now outcrop 
at creek level on Tuntable Creek. 	A thick sequence of acid volcanics 
(rhyolites, qbsidian, tuff) overlie the basalt. 	These rocks weather 
slowly and are frequently eroded by weathering of the underlying basalt 
with consequent rock fall. 	Thus they now lie in a series of steep 
ridges with rhyolite cliffs ringing intermediate 	valleys. 

A final series of flows of basaltic lava capped the Nightcap Range area. 
jonrnts ofthic flow rre found d.oirc thd hor.6 of the valley 

in the jt;rtthoson / Nardi area. The rich kraznozem soils 
friccSpae asr.t :hrpte r.lmosZontirely disappeared from 
the ridge ruhning south west Letween TuntC\Ule valley and 
Terania Creek valley to pi,is, the area of the study. 

The cryptopodzols formed on acid parent material are normally 
deficient in nitrogen,phnsphorus, sulphtir and molybdenum, and 
are low in hre elements such as calcium and potassium. However 
where leaching and runoff is not too intense, and under good 
vegitative cover, humus content is hijgh and there is a 
moderately deep, friable topsoil. Dark, fertile soils occur 
alont creek flats and in gullys. 

painfall is high (1780--1900/ennum) and storms generally bloW 
in from the north east. consequently, exposed slopes facing 
towards the valleyhead are subject to very intense erosion 
and leaching. Less exposed slopes of similar aspect show 
Letter soil developc'mcnt while slopes facinc c;est to south 
are jenerally characterised Ly deeper, richer soils. The 
degree of exposure md the position on the slope are as important 
as slope angle in determininG sail characteristics. 

The area has been subject to extensive clearing,loing,and 
burning, ever on extremely sleep slopes and now exhibits 
varying degrees of reenarntion. 

In the study, no significant positive associations were found 
between any spacies, there was a General tendency towards the 
negative in the correlations, indicative of •species tending to 
occur in patches. significant negative corre3.ations were - used 
to obtain the following classes. 

a, 	TREE FERN, 
IS) 	LKIJSI-4:':oX, 
c') 	BLACIC,Ufl, 

GRK.:S T1(EE 
 

cyathea australis, C  Leichhrrdtiara. 
Tristania confesta 
Eucalyptus pilulares. 

E. fignata. 	- 
anthorrhea media sp latifolia 

Leptospermum petersonil. 

a 
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J1'rest 't'2y ctti.m... 	- 

'i 	; - r:citin ± f:: n v.ry c:.c.1tcre 
cit 	)utri3t t &)uth, v in ullys. 	i1 i 

rt .;eiy rich i - .r c-iic :iatcrini, thouh not 	rrarLLy 
P. 	:c sufficiu:ttly sheltere: cites ;  ,1.op3r -1:3' .: as 
£0 LU 

, 
vnilr. 1€ coil n -'icrture levels nrc hith (:.n.* leeches 

co:nDn).. cnopy trces rrr :ain1y rush ..ox Trir3t; 1 c)flfcctfl 
ril)tcrp :'rttic Dritos :a:.sz -1low p:1:. rc::oatydrL).nly 
Cuniiiha;iiana or rainforest species., 	The tr 	ter;r fThrn 
a ctense layer cove a thick I.roundcovar of ferns, 
species-of vites are present although at tiacs tr 	for 	an: 
crnony ever is so Lense that groun. cover i:.; recüc.. The pur)lc 
:celnet •rchid coryas acontifltus occurs in cerise :tahcs 2 

IlDfl r, creek courses the elttholtzic lilynrthtylc 	lccrro. ir 
is aundant. phese areas are cool, dark an:: Caip. The UP2& 
canopy tend.s to be reasonally open which nay er. rtfisction 
of steep slopes or of waterlo.<.ging in ullyc ut nore licely 
indicates that rcgnarntion is at an early stnje. 

- 	 rushox occurs in relatively pure strnc.c in 
rich well drained coils towards the 1rse of slopes. .11 stands 
encountered were recently reenarrted (less than 	yrs )lC) 
corisenuetly, thouGh ronetines quite dunce the canopy layer it 
not yet alove :0 - :,inforest trees and t..r'entines sy:carpict 
:lomulifera 	occur •.ut eucalypts are aLecat except 11 	-. 

üETiTvtus xran:ic which occurs only rRrely . 	ecnuce 
of r&ficWTi 1 EfTiflnly moderate surface water availaility 
Eroun cover tends to :.e sparce anc: the shru lay::r is al sent 
in some stands. 5ince rushUo isa thin: ariceel species, the 
further developc-nent of these youn stands will depend on 
keépin fire away from these areas. 

c)L.LACKIJfl. 	3lackutt occupies ricgo positions 
bderately sheltered slopes. 	oi1s with very poos 
orjnnic matter contçnt and topsoil clevclopement are avoid.ec. 
Althou.h the forest oakrasuarina torulosa is distriJute 
through a wide ran;e of si1s and tp 	hic positions, it is 
most co nonly associated with lack:utt. In places, it fors 
a very dense uncierstory. The nihtcap wattle cacia Orites 
is also cot:ann as a cioderately tall tree. 	 —. 

'ucnlyptus ~urrifera occur throu;hout thouh not a:.-unc-r'ntly. 
The 	se wyrtle jrchirh _____nyrtus eckleri is a cnnirian and 
rnc-oful shru and the open canopy flra dense roun: cover 
of forms, Cra7,sos, sedgos, vincs an:.. creepers. I-a places, the 
ecnsity of the pive leafed water vine ci sus hyp clruca 
t&ces walking difficult

- 

CI...L'.. R1M 	jn exposed areas on the outer riris f ridges 
and down slopes of poor fertility cn1 soil ccvclopment, the 
rcrily ourns ucnlyptus sinata form an open canopy above 
scattered shrur:s, chieflj the rouLh  bac:cecl tree itter pea 
aviosia atborescens which closely resentles the Tihtcap 'rattle, 

aEa the rte:un.  -trso ,uia evis, vines and creepers are less 
corn.ion xnd . 

rou& cover is..;-ainly granses. The native rri5 
Datorsonia frNjilis  and the yellow flowerin '2uinea :'loter 
ibertia aspera and a dash f colour tiurtnj flowerin. c over at 

nil levels i ices than in the ;:lackbutt arc as. 

uAJTrCE 	Tn c1xtrc;ely exposed situations, on skeletal 
roils of poor fortility, the -rss True :r'nthorrhoca edia 
ep latifolia occurs in association with -otie 	pcciecolernnt 
of tY 3cij6hytic conditions0 The white honeysuckle Lanksia 
intcrifolia and the prickly onor cc 	opeuca are thmot 
cownon shrubs, 	round cover is sparse, chiefly the sedges 
Lpidosoermn. elattius and 	lot er.ls -and the native Iris 
aterzonie fra;iles. The xer-ophytic Lacy "edge porn Lindsaiea 

:\cr hy ! n  a'cis a. touch of delicacy to an otherwise YiRrsh' 
envtronnicnt. 

TEA TI-GE, on the lower slope at the tase of cliffs hut 
sufficiently niove the valley floor to 1e in relatively open 
;sitions, cense stands of 	ptOSPCrfl. petorso 	rn? L. 
flrtvescens wzny occur. 'j'hey nnpcnr to be related to cofistant 
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seepage from wter tables when they ocóur at the cliff face psde 
thus these stands arc rare. The silacious soils are hi:,h in 

c: or'ianic matter washed from the upper slopes and riges and deeper 
towards the lower reions where rainforest species rather 
ruptly egins. The ti tree forms a thick canopy and thus ground 
cover is sparse 0  2,cattereci specimens of the white ottleorush 
Calliste;non snlicnus indicate sites of poor drainage on less 
deep soils. 

Fach association grades into adjacent ones in mixed zones of 
varying width 0  They can be interpreted as a continuum along 
the environm&ntal gradients of degree of exp.sure, sail 
development, soil fertility and moisture conditions, and slope 
position. Thus, while mixed zones arc likely to be reasonably 
wide where environmental conditions change gradually (e .. 
crihbly Gum/ lackhutt) transition may Le a..rupt if they change 

quickly (e.g. 'proc rerns in ;ullys' Fixtures of species from 
either end of theenvironmental continuum never occur ree 
Fern/'rass ree), 

Following the earlier loging and fires which devastated the 
area, he vegitational cover and soils have at last developed 
to the staL;e  where 	water retention even during extancled 
periods without rain is reaconahly hich, cspecially in the 
frequent dissecting LullYs. Towards the south end, the better 
soils have encouraged the development of rainforest and wet 
sclerophyll 'overmoist :lackbutt) to a greater deree than in 
the northern section. Tt is ny opinion that it would be 
acvisable to defer fror.i controlled' burning of the ridge area 
as it would return the forest to an earlier, more open, 
developmental 	stage and actually increase the subsequent 
risk if fire spread and damage. 

Amongst the species encountered in the area coVered so far, a 
number furnish a variety of non-timber uses. For  the following 
trild wood ijustrafla (Crit.bs,1974) end Th 
LisnSustralia:';'aiden 1J29) have been used for a 
quick reference thouc;h in some areas, for instance dyes, 
here are undoutedly more detailed references available and, 
particularly with dyes and foods, there is plenty of room for 
careful experimentation, 

COMMON NAME 

native yam 
Common Fringed Lily 
:roadleaf palm Lily 
Narrowleaf palm Lily 
scrambling Lily 
rhy s vine 
yellow wood 9orrel 
']rass Trees 
rat rush 
purple Coral pea 
fled Coral pea 
Sweet cr'rsparilla 

V J,emnn rcente:i Tea Tree 

Short ¶'wOrd redge 
Coast Caflthium 

3jop:ush 
Lent an a 
Lilly pilly .  
earded Feath 

n eebungs 
Crab ppple 
:'reen leaved Bramble 
yollucca ; ranfole 

SPEC 

Dioscorea transversa 
Thysanotus tuberosus 
Cordyline petiolaris 
C .Stricta 
ertonoplesium Cymosum 

Flagellaria Indica 
xalis corniculatwij 

yenthorrhoea species 
Lomendra species 
Haidenbergia violacea 
ycennedia rubjcondn 
rmilax glyciphylla 
Leptospermum petersonii 
L. flavescens 
cahnia aspen 
Canthiurn coprosmoides 
3i.apanea Irariable 
Podionaea triquetra 
Lantana carnara 
;cmena smithii 
Leucopogon juniperinus 
porsoonia spp. 
:chizomeria ovata 
iubus moorei 

hillii  

USE 

Pont eaten 
U 

Fleshy Undgrnd stem 
II 

';hoots eaten , like - . 
hts & young 
leaves eaten 
Leaf bases eaten 

Tea suust. leaves 
It 

General tonic-leaves 
Tea subst,-leaves 

I. 

seeds grnd to flour 
Fruit possibly 

it 

Fruit-for yeast/beer 
Fruit eaten 

11 

II 

It 

'I 
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cO.ON 1LE 	 nPECIEL. 	 USE 

ustral sarsaparille cisrus hypoglauca 	jrruit eaten 
3weet sarsaparille 	c.glyciphylla  
CO1WtOfl apple berry 	Billardiern r;candens 

• rown kurrajong com;nersonia birtrarni ribre 
rjgh flax lily Dianella caerula 
rhip vine plagellaria indica 
r%ettlers Flax ryrnnostrnchys indica ' I  

Sword 	edges Lepiclosp(nrma Spp. 

hat rushes Lom:draPP. U  

:-jightce•p wattle jcaca orites 	- Gume(soluble in water) 
Two veined TTickory j. .binorvata 1 

cypress pine C\llitris :nncleayana resinsfsoluble in alcohol) 
9weet pittosporum pittosporum unciulatum 
Turpentine ryncarpia elolnulifera II 

?rass Trees xanthorrhoea tpp. 

'un Trees etc. Tucalypt spp. jinostringent sap 
nuns otc. Eucalyptus spp. volatile oils-leaves 
Lemon scented Tea TrCOLOPtOSPOrmUn petersonii 'I 	 -lemon 

L. flavescens 1 

:'int hsh :rostnnthera incisa  

3wc-et 7ittosporum pittosporum uniulatum -flowers 
Tall 	ieria Yieria arborescens IT 	 --loaves 

Gweet ?ittocporum 
	cittosporum undulatun perfume - flowers 

T 11  zieria 

rightcap :Tnttle 
Two veined i-Iickory 
Lilly willy 
yrueh pox 
7hitc HoneY suckle 
gweet pittosporum 
QUMS etc. 

7ieria rtrborescens 

jcacia orites 
P .nn3rvata 
pernena smithii 
Tristania confortd 
:'anksia integrifolin 
pittosporum unclulatuzn 
jucalypt spp. 

pye-yellow inner bark 

Tanning - hark 
II 	 II 

II 	 It 

I, 

II 	 - 	II 

II 	
L leaves 

Corkwooø 
-ucalypt oil 

'uhoisie ayoporoides  
;ntiseptic 
Lyoscine drug-leaves 

Ellen white 0  

'a 



A developing art 
Dear Sir. 
It's a pity that Mr Neil Holland 
has interpreted the Environment 
Centre's concerns for the welfare 
of his rainforest remnant as inac-
curate and mischievous'. 

We still hope nevertheless that 
he accepts that bush regeneration 
is a developing art and that 
healthy discussion of different 
techniques that are being tried can 
only be positive. 

involves planting several thousand 
trees in a corridor to link the two 
remnants on Hayter's Hill. 

Mr Staples. your uninformed 
comments are putting all of this at 
risk. Jobs have been created and 
many unemployed people are 
learning new skills as a result of 
this project. It sounds like the row 
is nothing more than a case of sour 
grapes. Perhaps. Mr Staples, you 
would like to make a positive con-
tribution to the project and donate 
some trees! 

Neil Holland 
Byron Bay 

Rainforest row response 
Dear Sir. 
The article headed 'Rainforest 
Regeneration Row in last weeks 
Echo deserves comment. 

Richani Staples of the Byron 
Environment Centre has soucht to 
discredit the work being carried 
out on Hayters Hill. His asser-
Lions axe inaccurate and mis-
chievous. 

The mostly exotic btIfer of Ian-
taria. camphor laurel and other 
introduced household species was 
indeed removed. The areas so 
cleared were then cleared of 
household rubbish, and replanted 
with hundreds of fast growing 
rainforest species. Without this 
action being taken, the introduced 
species. particularly madeira vine 
and camphor laurel would have 
slowly strangled and replaced the 
forest species. 

Indeed the 'protective buffer' 
he refers to was not always there 
and is historically fairly recent in 
origin. 

As to the statement by Mr Sw-
pies demanding that the scrub be 
surrounded by shadecloth (North. 
en: Star 21/8/92) - that is about as 
scnsible as suggesting that we 
park a line of double decker buses 
(painted green. naturally) around 
the edge of the scrub. 

Mr Staples is not very familiar 
with dogs and caLs if he thinks 
removuf of the lantana will allow 
them into the scrub. I have been 
removing dumped cats from the 
remnant for 20 years and up until 
last year cattle wandered freely 
through the scrub. I have also 
caueht numerous people over the 
years stealing plants from the for-
est. Your comment about this will 
only serve to encourage this type 
of activity. 

The azea of rainforest is indeed 
a valuable resource and continues 
to be used for research and educa-
tional purposes by a wide section 
of the community. The current 
project as stated in The Echo also 
involves massive trce planting to 
substantially increase the size of 
the remnant. A further stage 

Anyone requiring information 
on bush regeneration techniques 
can call into the Environment 
Centre Friday afternoons or Satur-
days. 

Richard Staples for SEC 

I had a dream 
Dear Sir. 

I had a dream - a dream where all 
environmentalists worked together 
in harmony against the forces of 
evil. I saw Richard Staples at 
Hayters I-fill in a haze of Rich-
mond Birdwing butterflies. He 
was actually visiting the people 
involved in the project (something 
he had never done before) and was 
asking what the ecological ratio-
nale is for their actions. There fol-
lowed beautiful communication 
and a strong desire to work 
together writing submissions. 
planting trees and creating rain-
forests. 

It was a beautiful dream. 
Mark Dun p/tv 

Project Officer for the Hayrers 
Hill project. 

Rainforest regeneration 
Dear Sir. 
Regarding the l-layters Hill Rain-
forest row. I feel that Richard Sta' 
pIes would do more for the envi-
ronment movement by keeping his 
mouth shut on this issue as he 
obviously knows very little about 
rainforet regeneration and its 
applied techniques on the North 
Coast. 

I have been personally involved 
in rainlorest regeneration on the 
North Coast over the past two 
years and have found that similar 
methods have proven to give out-
standing results. As for his com-
ments on the removal of the weed 
edge (lantana etc) being detrimen-
ml to the remnant due to salt laden 
winds, cats/dogs and wind borne 
seeds. illustrates his ignorance on 
the subject, - 

Removing the weed edge 
allows rainforest seed gennination 
and subsequent growth of 
seedlings whilst exotic weeds 
inhibit this process. Lant:tna 
doesn't stop cats or dogs. and 
wind borne seeds requite high 
light levels (which rainforests 
dont provide) to germinate let 
alone survive. As for salt laden 
winds, the forest isn't wind 
sheared (eg vegetation at C-ape 
Byron is wind sheared) and I 
doubt that lancana would obstnac 
salt damage. so  this is of negligi' 
ble detriment. Finally on the cut' 
ting of sonic common aggressivc 
vines, this encnurages canopy 
restoration and protectinri whilst 
promoting vine regmwth in the 

understorey (nesting habitat). 
I suggest that Mr Staples exam' 

inc the site (and others) and 
research the topic before tainting 
the good work that is being done 
to protect the long term viability 
of our rainforest heritage. 

I-lank Doer 
Rosebank 

r,ontinuecl on nane 12 

Remnant 
work 

• 	I was disturbed to 
- read Mr Richard Sla-

pIes' criticisms of the 
Jobskills, rainforest re-
generation project at the 

• Hayters Hill remnant on 
the escarpment west of 
Byron Bay. 

The only mistakes 
are those of Mr Staples 
in his negative and mis-
informed attitudes. 

The aim of the pro-
ject is to expand the 

• area of rainforest in the 
remnant by removing 
the so-called protective 
buffer of vines, lantana 
and tobacco bush, corn-
petition shade are re-
dued and the soil dis-
turbed, which should 
stimulate excellent ger-
mination of pioneer 
species from the exist-
ing seed bark in the 

• coming summer. 
Mr Staples worries 

about more exotic weed 
seed entering the rem-
nant, but then gets up-
set when camphor lau-
rels are cut and 
poisoned on the site. 

The methods being 
tsed at Hayter 'Hilflfre 

ER 1.

\S 

 1992. 

M igl°dni 

working su&es$ully on 
several other sites and 
there is no reason to 
believe they won't work 
at Hayters Hill. 

Rainforest regenera' 
tion projects which cx-. 
pand the area of our 
big scrub remnants 
should be applauded, 
not negated. 
Ralph Woodford, 
Dunoon 



centre, 'Mr Richard Staples, said a pro-
tective buffer of native vines, wild to-
bacco and lantana had been destroyed in 
large areas in the dean-up. 

Mr Staples said the 'mistake' could 
damage the area, which was an impor-
tant rainforest remnant. 

He said the operation allowed full sun 
and salt-laden drying winds into the 
remnant's understorey. 

It also would allow access by cats, 
dogs and windborne exotic seeds. 

The centre recommended that 'indis-
criminate clearing' of ' the area be 
brought to an end and that shadecloth be 
erected to protect the newly exposed 
edges of the remnant. 

But the Byron council's engineering 
manager, Mr Clive Dreis, said every 
care had been taken to protect the envi-
ronment. 

Mr Dreis said the two horticulturists 
in charge of the operation were very ex-
perienced in rainforest regeneration 
work. 

He said they were using- accepted 
techniques which had proved successful. 

The pair had been selected to oversee 
the work after an exhaustive round of 
interviews. - 

Council officers regularly inspected 
the work. 	 - 

I3yrcim raflnfoestt dlléaut.atup 
- 	ilalbelliled llutdllscröuvüOrnae 

A Jobskills clean-up of the Big Scrub 

lv 	
emnant at Hayters Hill, near Byron 

Bay, has been criticised by the Byron 
10 	Environment Centre as indiscriminate. 
)p. 	The clean-up is being conducted in 

conjunction with Greening Australia and 
TI 	is being co-ordinated by the Byron Shire 
Fr 	Council. 

A sDokesman for the environment 

Sa " 

Si 

til 
[S. 
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Flainforest regeneration row 
— 

L
ocal environmentalists dis-
agree over whether reforesta-
tion work being carried out 

Ml the l-layters I-till rainforest rem-
iant is doing good or harm.. 

Extensive cleanng of exotic 
weeds and native vines around the 
perimeter of 'Eastock' has been 
carried out as part of a project 
jointly funded by Greening Aus-

u-alia and Byron Shire Council. 
Byron Environlilent Centre 

sokespersOn Richard Staples said 
the work could damage the rain-
forest remnant by destroying the 
'protective buffer' of native vines, 
wild tobacco and lantana. 

'This operatio,n is not only 
allowing full sun and salt-laden 
drying winds into the uriderstorey, 
but will also allow access by cats, 
dogs. wind-borne exQtic seeds and 
people stealing plants.' Staples 

said. 
Staples was also critical of the 

use of the chemical Roundup, and 
suggested Greening Autralia 
should use the Bradley regenera-

tion method. 
Project supervisors Peter Shera-

ton and Mark Dunphy have 
replied to these criticisms of the 

project, which they say will 
increase the size of the remnant 
from 3ha to 4ha and include the  

planting of 20X) native rainforest 

trees. 	- 
'There is very solid evidence to 

suggest that much of the forest's 
perimeter has undergone a natural 
expansion shortly after the original 
clearing of the adjacent areas,' 
they said. 'As a consequence 
many trees on the forest's edge are 
typical edge species and are quite 
resilient to moderate exposure. 	- 

'Whilst some native species will 
germinate qtiite freely tinder Ian-
tana. their growth is suppressed. 
The removal of the lantana from 
the forest's edge triggers it growth 
explosion amongst many seedlings 
whilst others may be left behind or 
even die. This is quite normal for 
many of these species which pro-
duce abundant seed. 

'Some native vines when con-
centrated on die edge of tiny rain-
forest remnants can have a degrad-
ing effect By cutting particularly 
aggressive vines of the forest edge 
we can assist canopy projection 
and restoratioll. None of these 
vines are poisoned. instead they 
are simply cut arid (like 
grapevines) will regrow.' 

Glyphosatc herbicides such as 
Roundup are being used 'very 
judiciously' on weeds only and 
safety procedures are being fot- 

towed, they said. 
If you wish to join in this 

debate, phone Greening Australia 
on 220076 or the Byron Environ-

ment Centre on 857066. 
For backgrotlnd reading, the 

Diary entriCS to on 841777 
National Parks and Wildlife Ser-
vice recently released a hook 

called Rainfore.ct Re,ii,lafliS. a col-

lection of articles compiled from a 
North Coast workshop on rainfor-
est rehabilitation. 
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HAYTERS HILL (EASTOCIC) ACTION PLAN 

Qganisation 

The following action.plan will be carried out between June and 
December 1992. The project is funded by: 

Australian National Parks & 
Wildlife Services 	. 	 $11,190 
Greening Australia 	 2,000 
Skjllshare 	 3,000 

These funds will be used for the wages of two supervisors aid 
purchasing trees, fertiliser and tools. 	 - 

The two supervisors will train and supervise: 

10 Jobskills people for .17 weeks, 3 days a week 
10 Si•-:illshare participants for 8 weeks, 4 days a week 

The project will be managed and administered by Byron Shire 
Council and Greening Australia with assistance from: 
Skillshare, Commonwealth Employment Service and the land 
owner, Neil Holland. 	 . 

Backcrround Information 

Eastock is a privately owned threehectare rainforest remnant 
located at Hayters Hill, five kilometres west of Byron Bay. 

The remnant is scientifically important and has been zoned as 
such by Byron Shire Council. In conjunction with the 
landowner, the council has fenced the remnant and an 
additional 1.5 hectares for restoration. 

The rêmnanii is sub-tropical rainforest on basalt. It faces - - 
south on a steep rocky slope. The remnant is in reasonable 
condition with few weeds or large canopy breaks. Previous 
disturbance is thought to have been through lodging, hoop pine 
(Aravcaria cunningharnii) and cedar (Toona australis) . More 
recent disturbances have been by stock, dumping ofrubbish and 
weed invasion. 

Goals 

a) 	To restore the Eastock remnant to its original (pre- 
European) condition, however unrealistic that may 
be. 

COURZES\RAYTERS DES 



b) 	To expand the existing remnant by 1.5 hectares. 	 Actions 	 - 

These two goals are not expected to be reached by the end of 	- 	 • 	To physically remove madeira vine and madeira vine tubers the project in December, they are purely goals to work 	 from.the site. 	- towards. 

• 	To eradicate all other aggressive woody weeds, mainly 4. 	Issues and Action 	 . 	 . 	camphor laurel (Cinnamomum camphora) privet (Ligustrum 
- 	 -  

To achieve the above goals, the following issues must be 	
spp) and lantana (Lantana camara) and to mulch them on
site. 

addressed with appropriate actions taken. 	. 
- 	 . 	 - 	To eradicate problem weeds in such a way as to minimise 4.1 Issues r Remnant Management 	 - 	follow up after the end of the project. This will be 

Remnants need to be managed on a whole system basis, 	
done by removing weeds by the roots or painting the
stumps with glysophate. 	 - 

It is considered that remnants such as the Eastock remnant are - 
too small to be self-sustainable in the long term (Webb et.al , 
1985). Regression and deflection towards a.secondary regrowth 
cycle is likely to occur due to exotic weed invasion, native 
vine-domination and a lack Of regenerating mature phase 
speäies. 	 . 	 . 

Action 

To remove exotic weeds in such a manner as to encourage 
the natural regeneration processes of the remnant. - 

• 	To assist the regenerative processes of remnant by 
planting. This.will occur in gaps and edges where the 

• 

	

	regeneration is slow or likely to be invaded by weeds. 
Mature phase spedies will be planted in gaps where 
secondary speàies are dominating and mature phase 
regeneration is poor. - 

• ' To encburage canopy restoration by the management of 
native vines. Where native vines are inhibiting 
regeneration by degrading the canopy and edge they will 
be cut but not poisbned. 

4.2 Issue — Weed Control 	- 	 -. 	 - 

Weeds can be controlled mechanically and chemically. A .  . 	- 
pragmatic approach will be, taken to -control weeds. That is - 
the most efficient and effective techniques will be used based 
on funding arrangements and available resources. 

- 	The pragmatic line is drawn with glysophate (*Roundup) i.e., - 
- 	no chemical with a higher -residual- effect than glysophate will 

be used. 	 - 

Weed Fontrolwill  be considered on a species by species, site 
by site basis. No preconceived inflexible principles will be 
followed.' 

4.3 Issue — Remnant Expansion 

The planting of trees will increase the size of the remnant. 
Expansion will also increase the habitat value, strengthen 
weak' or vulnerable areas and reduce the edge to area ratio by 
planting in the indented edges. 

Species composition will be a mixture of secondary and niature 
phase species. Planting design will be based on the Kooyman 
model (Kooyrnan 1991) of accelerated succession. It is felt 
that this, model will give the project the highest probability 
of. succes. This is especially important due to the 
likelihood of minimal follow-up maintenance. - 

Actions 

• 	To expand the remnant on the southern indented edge. 

-. 
- To use mixed spedies which refelects the remnants 

composition at approximately 1.5 metre spacings. 

• 	To fertilise and mulch trees heavily .and sow an annual 
cover crop between trees to control weeds'. 

• 	To install an overhead watering system to irrigate the 
planting over the dry months before the 1993 wet season. 

ooyuan. Ru 1991), R.j,fo;.sL R.qe.nor.ti.n, R,Eor,st.tion s.d. M.int.nanc, . R,c..ndstion For Tb. Far 
North Coast of /23W Zn Rsinforeot Renants, PIflipt Cod.) tIPWS. 5)/n.y. 
Webb, L.J. , soplUn., Mt., Young. P.A.R., Xikkan. S.. Lov.joy, T.E. 1985), Coi..,n.tion of Tropical 
Rain(ornt Isolate. Sb, Z.wironnentajjst, Vol. 5, Suppleaent.lIo. 10. 
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Shire tO - 
reinforce 
rai nforest 
gateway 
theme 

A network of gardening groups Jhroughout 
Kyogle Shire is to be formed to establish aperma-
nent work program to inhance the shire's 'Gateway 
to the Rainforests' theme. 

The nucleus of the idea, which is planned to 
beautify the whole shire, was put befpre a meeting 
of Kyogle Shire Council this week by the manager 
of parks and gardens, Graeme Love. 
• Mr Love told the council the plan was to promote 
the shire's 'Gateway to the Rainforests' logo which 
was displayed on every letter dispatched from the 
council. 

Mr Love said he found it strange that although 
the shire was at the entrance to the rainforests, noth-
ing was done to enhance thô image. 

"People come here expecting to see a leafy and 
vine-covered environment but they don't see it - 
we're down here and the rainforest is up there," he 
said. 

Mr Love said he called a public meeting earlier 
this year to speak to service groups, rainforest re-
generators, schools and nurseries to interest them in 
his project. 

"I had a series of sketches drawn up as a 
thought-provoking exercise to get people thinking of 
ways to promote our gateway to the raiiiforest," he 
said. - 

"We've drawn up a plant species list and are now 
calling for expressions of interest from community 
groups to see if they want to get involved in beauti-
fying local areas outside their own properties." 

Mr Love said that with guidance and co-operation 
much could be achieved by small groups of interest-
ed gardeners. 

"There are already three self-help land care 
groups operating in Kyogle Shire and we hope that 
by uniting our efforts and interesting more commu-
nity groups to join the project, we will be in a more 
attractive position to obtain funding,? he said. 

Mr Love said that in line with the beautification 
program, an easily accessible area near the caravan 
park had been set aside where elderly and disabled 
people could tend a raised garden. 

He said rich alluvial soil from the approaches to 
the old Fawcetts Creek bridge would be used to 
make the raised gardens. 

Mr Love said he also was investigating a Job-
skills scheme which would enable the council to 
employ six people for six months for special pro-
jects which would give the gardening plans an injec-
tion of labour in its initial stages. 

Cr Niki Gill, who is working with Mr Love to 
establish the gardening network, suggested the form-
ing of a committee made up of three cou.ncillors, Mr 
Love and the manager of environmental services, 
Graeme Johnston, to co-ordinate the small groups 
throughout the shire. 

Cr Gill said she would put her proposal to the 
next council meeting at Tabulam early next month. 
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• REGENERATION OF RAINFOREST REMNM4TS: THE RATION?.LE 

BY ROSEMzRY JOSEPH 

The Irnpactof Weeds: 	.. . 1.. - 	. 	
•.' .. 

The impact of weeds on existing rainforest remnants is often 
highly underestimated. 

weeds have many survival strategies which contribute to 
their success over natives. They are extremely adaptable, 
and can grow and produce seed under a wide range of soils 
and climatic conditions. • Many flower soon after - 
germination, and may be cross-pollinated by a non-
specialised flower visitor, or wind. The seeds may be 
spread over long distances. There are many which can 
reproduce vegetatively as well as producing a large number 
of seeds early in their life and these seeds can have a long 
viability and germinate at any time (Baker and Stebbiris 
1965).  

The small size and isolated situations of these rainforest 
remnants leave then extremely vulnerable to constant weed 
invasion, particularly on their edges. - Plants such as 
Lantafla camara continually exert pressure and vines, both 
exotic and occasionally native, grow out of control. These 
often totally smother theedge canopy trees and young treEs, 
causing their eventual death and collapse. -  This causes te 
- "care-foreSt" to contract even further, and a 2 1os Pore 
weeds to invade'furt!r into the forest as the light ie'.e1s - 
increase. - . • .. .- - -.- 

It takes the collapse of c.nly one nitive tree;: within the 
forest, to open up the canopy, and the resultant gap is 
immediately colonised by weeds, which will- outcompete and 
outgrow any existing native seedlings. -. 

The remnant is now suffering the pressure 9  f weeds from 
without and within, and so the cycle of - destruction 
continues - - - - 

The effects of weed invasion can be suinmarisedas follows: 

They compete with native species, for nutrients, 
moisture and sunlight.  
They repress the juvenile plants of the canopy 	- 
species. 
They change the food sources and habitats available 
to wildlife, and so can chango the wildlife 
populations (national Trust of Australia, 1991). 

-I 
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4. 	Theymay destroy the very characteristics of all 

area for which is was preserved. 	- 
They will reduce the species' numbers and 

- diversity of natives; including rare and 
- endangered species, by displacing them. 

6. .. They prevent tire- natural regeneration process 
continuing 

and Aims:  

'. Weed control and bush regeneration programs should aim, in 
- general, at the rehabilitation, restoration and maintenance 

....of an ecosystem in-which natural regeneration can occur 
:-(Buchanan,--lsag): 	

-'- --- 	 .. 

This may be achieved •in: the rainforest èommunjtjes of the - 
-- North coast of 	by adhering to three basic principles: 

	

• 	A. 	The resoratign of a closed canopy - Rainforests are 
defined as a plant community having a closed canopy. -  Any 

- - disturbance to this in a small rainforest remnant may result 
in soil -  dessjcation with an advers& impact on seedling 

- - establishment of some climax species. Secondary species may 
thereby be advantaged, - thus altering at least in the short-
term, the species composition of the forest (Stockard). 

According to flyers (1979), soil- dessication may be an 
- - important consideration in the establishment and viability 

of even relatively large reserves. 	- 

Increase ih light due to damaged or broken canopy will 

	

- - 	
greatly encourage invasion and - rapid growth of weed, species. - - 

- The restoration of a healthy e dge 	It is only at the 
margins of the forest that expansion can occur. Similarly, 
it is here that contraction also takes place, due to -- 

s-pressure from, weed species which colonise the open edge. - 
The margin is also important in restricting wind and light. 
This is particularly important in - the littoral rainforest 

- remnants, whee salt-laden winds-can penetrate the forest. 

The restoration of conditions on the forest flooc 
whereby native germinations can take place unimpeded by 
competition from weed species. Without this next generation 
of 	plants, - 	the - forest 	will 	slowly 	die. 
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These methods have been in 'use in the Rotary Park Project, Lisnore, N.s.w. 
Since 1985, and are constantly adapted 

and modified to suit particular weed Species and conditions 
present in each individual reserve. These methods' include 
the careful use of herbicide - glyphosat - combined.with a 
white marker dye. This is applied from a knapsack prayer 
under low pressure, Using a finely adjustable nozzle. Only 
h'sPot_sprayingl. is carried out, i.e., careful targeting of 
each individual weed. Larger Plants are cut and the stumps jaimted with herbicide . and trees die 	 are injected and left to 1 situ 

some manual removal of weeds is carried out i n sensitiv, 

such as ferns. ano 
areas where the presence of plants 
terrestrial orchids' makes spraying difficult and risky. 

The Use of thdse methods results in .a highly efficient means 
of Weed removal, from the sOil.profile to the upper canopy. 

Th&e are three main stages in the process of rainforest rekabilitation work. 

1. 	UJflL1...tnt 	
This involves the identificationot 

all plant' species both exotic and native. All 
species then undergo initial knockdown. 
	 weed 2: 

	

	
- This involves a number of follow up treatments to control weed. regrowth • }int.en, 	- 

This involves only one or two treatments Per year in order to control any , 
 new weed infestations, and weed regrowth 

Tlatotal'area of each remnant is mapped and divided into 
sø.t1 'managea sections, using where Possible, natural 
la*arjç to form boundaries. This allows for easy recording 
of&ly work details state of vegetation before and aCter 
w, species germinatj0 problem weeds, hours worked, 
ntr of sprayings, as well as the completion of specific 
arc,, and the regenera0 taking place. 

Thce sections are worked in a  mO 	 syste'ma0 'consecutive r, starting at an area which is considered to be the 
me important in respect' to the three Principles of 
rorest regener0 If possible, consideration is also 
gm to visual impact, which is important in gaining the 
srt of the public who use the remnant. 



Using these three principles, more specific aims can be 
considered 

The restoration and maintenance of a suitable habitat 
for rare native animals and plants. 	- 
The restoration and maintenance of a diverse native 
plant community that will prevent 501l erosion, 
especially important on creeks, rivers, headlands and 

- beaches. 	 - 
The restoration and maintenance of an attractive plant 
community along a major walking track, so that people 
will continue to enjoy and use the track. 

Methods: 

There- are several methods of bush regeneration currently in - 
use on the Far North Coast of N.S.W. 	 - 

The "Bradley. Method' is often deemed to be the most 
successful. However, the National Trust of Australia, Bush 
Management Section, who were1Qfleers in this particular 
method have now identified ftrijitations 	In . their 
publication "Urban Bushland .- A Policy Paper" (1988), the 
Trust emphasises the need to use a variety of niethods chosen 
to suit the specific needs of a particular site. Some of its 
early concepts - that bush regeneration must proceed from 
the best bush towards the most degraded; that all physical 
disturbance is counter-productive; and that 4.ork must 
necessarily be slow - have not been bcrne-out in practice. 

The Bradley Method relies heavily an slow and meticulous 
hand-weeding techniques which caflt_QQnpte with the 
rampant growth of the inajcftiecThpecies on Ehe Far Nofth 
Coast of N:S.W. To try to control major expanses of weeds 
using this method is totally ineffectual and- cost 
ineffective.  

The preferred approach to bush regeneration in the - 
rainforest remnants of the North Coast uses methods based on 
techniques developed by John Stcckard at the Winghan Erush 
Project, Wingham, rT.S.W.' 



Trained Regenerators: 

To achieve a successful result from any bush regeneration. 
and weed control program, the National Trust of Australia 
(Policy Paper - 1988) believe that only skilled, trained 
workers with practical experience in the field should be 
employed. - - - - 

These skills must include: 

A knowledge of plant identification, both native and 
exotic species. 	- - 
An understanding of how plant communities are 
structured. 	- 	- 	- 	 - 	- 
An understanding of the adverse pressures being exerted 
on remiiant bushiand, and of the means available to 
reverse these pressures- 	 - - - 
A vision to consider any site on a "whole catchment" 
basis rather than concentrating on any "good" area. 
Keen powers of observaticn. 	- 
An ability to make specific judgements based on the 

-above, rather than attempting to mechanically and 
- slavishly 	apply 	any 	preconceived, 	in 	flexible 

principles. 	- 	 - 

The rehabilitation of -rainforest remnants is a continuing, 
complex project, as these remnants will never reach the 
si:age of self-sufficiency, due to their-small size and the 
ever-present threat of weed invasion. It will, however, 
involve a lower expenditure level as these areas recover and 
only maintenance follow-up is required.. 
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04 EDUCATING FOR 
REMNANTS 
The 'K emil .ini to Remnant' 

peolecr ca three year pilot 

environmeiit.a I ed ittattOit pettIest 

in SE Queensland. Parent 

councils. priiscsptsls. teat lives .ini] 

students lilly endorse the 

program, local siteS are ListsI no 

excursions. cunef's mu nttprstsc. 

data to! let. tot,. platlt I ncr ItIsI 

some fun .ictivitie,. SrudLqsts are 

keepins all the record sriiti,e'r 

sijirk. Teachers will omhosr 

their pntcramt 415 planning 

svnrkshnp to petiduce a handbook 

by lat& 99'. 

\X'itrkchops in identtivinr 

c_titlist rs t plants Ins! 1'lOdt,'Jttttl 

tI. mis .5; last bet-n suites-au!. 

. stinli. • in its 	re-_pImp rtss ttllran 

•rpotit rtrrrt.Ititin..ip:sl P 

itrksh 

5il5lsu_'nm0 ps_P 	5., ittlitta 

'peG,! ii' lIt tc''rsnr 	'nit 

list_itt ..it 	Is ststiitiitiip.  rrts.itr 

'ri-tnt -- 	ilip) spinsin_tttits 

lsipt:hL 	k'. 

.1551/ tP'''455 Iris H ttt4sfl 

.iltrilp,tiirt hTlis'sisssit 	I_nc 	it 

hip It, 

p 	rims) fat! 

tutu's ,.  

CONTACTS 

NSW 

(-,reening Australia INSWA 

North Gust Kecriun 

PC) Bits II 2 

LISSIOKE NS'X 1150 

Tel tt)w,i 22 01-6 

NW NatitinalParks and 

\''ilJlsi'e ScoRe 

ljsmtpre Di uric 

110 hits 91 

ALS1ONVllLlN scV 21 -7  

lob Sltstfatt 

Tel: 111601 2S I 

Gr.iittiis B istrr_t 

PC) Iluist 'ph 

(;KAI'TflN NS'uX 2 still 

Tilt mit 

Eel: I1941,   2141 

Os remit Di strist 
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[x)RRICe) Ns'sV 25; 

Banns (_urcsira 

Tel. otN'p V  2 ,flL) 

Dept sit Cu n_rest lion and 

Lund Sl.unars intent - 

II Slat ii ."trtce - 

5l1'lt'.5hl_l_I NIIiii,11 NS\' .! 55 

Bretinsisti y ti 

itri thou '2 

',tse Pits hisu_isCp._nittl_itiuC 

ilark s:pttp,, s  

N's" \P\\-_ 

p(s( s,s.' 	- 

Qh.l) 

Ii 	Ii 	 in tip:,ttur 

Str.t: SJs5'.t 

p 	:...!ttiIt5 	liscit..:: 

llIllSI5.\\l t ,il I I II': 

ie , ippIr',ii is 	 - 

ri .-. - • p'sir.iI,i (_ill) 
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RESOURCES 

flradlev.J 	 flj;t the 

Landsdosvnle Press Svdnev1958 

Buchanan. K A Bob Rsgerteratts't: 

Rnstesrnic .i,aer.rh.eatjpi.Iau.:fti 

1AFENSW 1989 

NSW Dept o1 AriCu Inure Trio 

Lpit P,rwr 1993  

I 1hpivd A U ilh.iilJtT#iflut 'It 3eej/I 

Rapid-ni 'sn.n ( ' nice N itvi,i 

Nesvcastle 1951 

(hinter. A SI Renutnu tIn! 

-Remnants in rn, j--c Tnsiu 

Seminar Prsscecd,nes Lismure 

NS'S' 1952 - 

c;ilinstur. P and Helman. C 

C/,flst:,5 ta//ts R.unpuist R. 

Ru use Clarence Ens srspnmcnt 

(entre NW 1991 

Nit Iluilsots. N&H  

R.n,rt:,rs'i P/ants , ,s / '-, Teraina 

Forest Puhlishtnr NS"<' 1991 

Phillips. Sled.) Raisin-: 

Rps;tt.iN/l \Xtsprbllisll PrtptceJin 

XP'XS NS'sC I491 

The Save die Bush. 

One Billion Trans and 

Waterssateh Programs are 

Commonwealth inluatives to 

assist Australians integnite 

nature eonservation and 

sustainable land use. lie 

programs aim to encourage 

tonic rvatiOn. regenflation 

and monitoring of native 

vegetation and waterwaYs. 

All three programs make 

giants available to 

community groups and local 

councils through the 

National Landcare Program. 

For more information 

contact ANG (toll Iree)i 

1)100611 717 

lips' 	Stitp_ SIP 	'i!! 
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The lnsslansht sI) the Richmond 

River in NS'X once supported the 

atsost extensive area ofeomplex 

subtropical rainlurest anyss'here dn 

she continent- This area on the 

hacaltti, red soils between Lismore 

and IS' eon Bat was known as the 

Big Sinib. Tisday it is the focus 

interest and activities  for I ' - 

Landcare Group unIA a di/freynce- 

llnjs,  ... b Rainh,irest 

l,isidi.art' I troops is osit limsiesl sit a 

•ptsud es_itt1 anvil tare-i, It. 

nss'inls'rs Mn fir St rulsrenstnanss 

atr,s5s S 5,59 - .5 pith tsrt'iaee .irlra. 

rise group ftsrmed in 1991 with 

the atm of liaising with and 

advkingowncts of remnants. 

As the :roup became esrablislsed 

other lat,downem expressed 

interest. Some lead vet' small 

remnant s-evets post a single 

remnant tree in a paddock! Those 

landowners wishing its recreate 

eaini'orrst halsitat ares mportant 

members of 

the group. 

The group 

,sri,'ans set held 

da, petalutes 

a newsletter-

advises tidier 

Ian,dcare and 

community 

gnuups. and 

has placed an 

estensiun 	- - 

stutter, in 

• Greening 

tealsa. 

rite prettsttts r e mnants itt lie sinCe 

exienstve (sit stnjb are nose betnit 

lx-tte rnsasi.sred is I stssltiwnt 

to ash ice and 

ifs semis ttssts, and are  aisle to share 

• 'Australi 
Australia Fortunately, there is 

also growing local community Series 
interest in pnttecting the 

remnants. . 	No 1. 
This speciai pulslication gives - 

an oveniew of 

h sonic of' tt T 	vegetation natoc 

conservat sun 

initiatives in NATIONAL 
LANDCARE 	this region 555' 
PROGRAM 	Australia 

expersences through the Big Scrub 

Rainfurese Landcare Group. 

/oht: 's'ax/e 

Gesop,n, A,orrj/,,, 

L,asos,re'Sti' 

Tel: 40661 22 '6 

MANAGING 
REMNANTS 
Greg SaSsy. tan/holder mod 

Pro Wear s) the Dsme 

sleuucassu Lass/no. Giwvp. 

is ran i,b*,a the i /aa//ripeari/ 

pa .rbju is sth tsns,y- 

Although it is now government. 

policy to revegetate rural lands. 

for a lung time lsndhtslderssvere 

required to clear diem. The 

Dorrito Plateau tsnoetceptiihts 

- selectors had ro clear the 

suhstnspital rainmsn'st nut unly 

because these werenl,e ru Irs site 

celection. hut also because they 

had to eke ssut a living from 

small blocks of 110-161) atees - 

sits imahl Issr econsimicall)' 

sustainable agriculture-

Cost/cars1 on next tsate 

0 INTRODUCTION 

The central 	 warm temperate rainforest in 

- 	• 	eet,ion of the ease 	betweeo; and littoral rainforest on 

uast'of Australia is  lamed for  Ill 	
the coastal fringe- Yet the area of 

outstanding narural ens'irstnment - 	
rainforest in NSW alone has been 

its beaches wide riven. 	 reduced by 909/ since European 

mountainous hiitteeland - 4nd its 	settlement, and now consists - 

rainiorests 	
- mainly of tmall remnants- 

nicer are thur main types of 	
The rainforest remnants need to be 

rainforest that meet in this area, 	actively protected 'rise coastal 

Cool tempera te rain)brtst on the 	erg ion of nurthem New South 

hislter raniws: subtropical 	
Wales and SE Queensland has the 

rainthrest at the lower altitudes: 	highest population growth in 

NETWORKING THE OWNERS OF REMNANTS Suppleiti. 

to 13u.s/.,Ii. 

.Janar.  

.1995 



TilE Bus'.' is NOTJUST FORESTS 

THE BUSH is ALL Ti-fAT THE LANDiS 

ITS EVERYTII1NG i AM, THIS LAN') 

All. THAT is MCI) ALL THAT WAS 

ANt) ALL Ti-IAT is To COME 

FOR I MUST FiNi) 'VIlER E I COSI E FROM 

TO KNOW \X'IIERE I AM GOiNG 

THE BUSH is KNOWlEDGE TO ME 

AND KNOWlEDGE IS ALL i AM 

TO I'iNI) THE DREAMING PLACES OF MY ANCESTORS 

W()ULI) REVEAL TO ME MY PLACE IIERE 

AND PEACE I WOULD HAVE NEVER KNOWN 

FROM TIlE Hl . rSl I 

be Bobby Kelly 

fls!lip K.11t a;., luruHlsr 'i/tie IJpuup'.,i u/fr Lip.;l i'ifinieigi,ZJI 
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CHANGING ATTITUDES TOWARDS REMNANTS 

Inxi FLAGSHIP SPECIES FOR REMNANTS c',,unrnp-,ItiP.ei/'nizss. /Jre 
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COUNCIL PLANNING 
'l'he l'svt'ts I Cppunip I anti Dept 01' 

Consen'atiipir md Land 

Ni,n,,.c... are orkung .,,I, she 

Ca/den Envpninmeni Centre to 

Compile an invent,tn' iii remnants, 

Tue 'i'wessl Coast is an area iii '  high 

biuti pvc nity tin_st is stihpes i iota pitt 

orbin cx ptiuisiiin. Lpird-use piannine 

has been and entaken 'si driest the 

bench t it a p_imp ne1 ensue database 

iii tcmna nt vetfist athitit, 'nips 'rolls 

ivili pruvpde the database titasstsi 

Cou pci I lilantien,  it pnp,ludes a 

detatlrs] set tilniaps and field 

deseriptiurisit(all rcmrunt 

vegetation nail, imrsv landri mit' the 

l'weesl Coast. 'lire siarab,ue h_s.c lx'en 

desipws'd sip, hat it tan he 

transferred crtas - nmputerGiS. 

The Dept of Cp,ttsers'at ion,and Lsntl 

tIanaprvrnentpscurrentls' 
transcrp hint' the maps Sn dr_st her 

can be used tin ispih CaLM and 

Tweed Council cumpulers. 

Co.,.,: /huavJ;;PcfrP 

Cr/fin, I/pa amnIuwiur Cpu/n' 

il /tiip'?//ksi/Ln// 

(01545) 111121 

CONTROLLING WEEDS 
Mrmben ofihe Numinhob 

Valley Landcare Group in 

Queensland's Albert Shire are 

vai'ttsa,' action to control Camphor 

Laurel. Their proximity en 

northern NSW gives them an 

understanding of the enormity or 

the Camphor Laurel weed 

problem faced in this region. 

The group is reducing Campirur 

Laurel numbers and conducting 

trials on chic effectiveness 01'  

different methods ofco'nttul, This 

your local pchppnl children svihi 

betompi' involved in the 

pmpsgation ufnatrvrvegetatpun 

for esplanring. 

al//jun cain//a - 

Narnipzbub Ln,Jnacr Gopsp 

Neusnr!Q/d 

1075)33 4126 

INVENTORIES OF REMNANTS 

- l(m-,,,itprt-sianppppt I nitiili.  usa paptpseiy 	Beu,pe IIlair.e,i,r,/ 

itlaip.icvsict\tuiiatuirattiiitrt'st 	 I) 
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